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In The Wizard of Odds, renowned and best-selling basketball writer Charley Rosen brings us for
the first time the full life story of Jack Molinas, one of the greatest basketball players of his era, a
man whose gambling addiction and hubris caused his ultimate demise. Drawing on numerous,
previously unavailable first-person accounts, including Jack Molinas’s own journal and trial
transcripts, Rosen presents the true saga of a man who perhaps better than anyone around him
understood the weaknesses of the system in which he lived—so much so that he convinced
himself that he could manipulate that system to his advantage with total impunity, in a life’s
journey that took him from NBA play to the Mafia and the pornographic film industry, and to an
ultimate tragic destiny.

From Library JournalJack Molinas was a star college and professional basketball player in the
1950s who was expelled from the National Basketball Association in his rookie year for betting
on games. He had been manipulating point spreads since his college days at Columbia, and
after his expulsion from the NBA he attained his law degree and became a major wheel in the
mob-influenced college basketball point fixing scandals of 1961. Eventually sentenced to 15
years in prison for his role as a fixer, he served five before being paroled, forging a new career in
pornography, and finally being gunned down under mysterious circumstances. Prolific basketball
writer Rosen quotes extensively from lengthy interviews Milton Gross conducted with Molinas in
the 1960s for a never-published biography. Because of Molinas's duplicitous, self-serving
nature, the reader is never sure how true certain allegations are. A fascinating view of the seamy
side of sports gambling, this will be of particular interest to college sports and basketball
historians. Recommended for all libraries. John Maxymuk, Rutgers Univ. Lib., Camden,
NJCopyright 2002 Cahners Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Review“Rosen's remarkably detailed book proves that Molinas's greatest
gift was for self-destruction. . . . No Hollywood screenwriter could have drawn him more
colorfully.” –Sports Illustrated“A fascinating view of the seamy side of sports gambling.” –Library
Journal --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorA native of the
Bronx and longtime pal of basketball guru Phil Jackson, CHARLEY ROSEN led the league in
technical fouls during each of his six years as a coach in the now-defunct Continental Basketball
Association. Since then he has become the world’s foremost writer of fiction and nonfiction on
the subject of basketball, chronicling the drama that takes place both on and off the court. His
many novels include The House of Moses All-Stars, a New York Times Notable Book, and
Sammy Wong: All-American. His non-fiction works include The Scandals of ’51: How the
Gamblers Almost Killed College Basketball and More than a Game, with Phil Jackson. Rosen is
an analyst for hoopshype.com and a devotee of the Triangle Offense. He lives in Accord, NY. --
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RosenCopyright PageTo Phil Berger (1942-2001) who, despite his nasty jump shot and
ferocious drives to the hoop, was a sweet and gentle man.AcknowledgmentsIn the spring of
1960, I had just concluded my initial varsity season playing center for the Hawks of Hunter
College (it became Lehman College in 1972, but has remained in the same locale—Bedford
Park Boulevard in the northwestern section of the Bronx). I stood six foot eight at the time, and
because my statistics had been fairly impressive for a lowly sophomore (17.3 points and 13.2
rebounds per game), several basketball scribes who should have known better touted me as the
latest “White Hope.” At the urging of several friends who lived in the neighborhood, I undertook a
pilgrimage to the Creston Avenue school yard to test myself against the legendary talents of
Jack Molinas. The result was a massacre. Molinas ran me ragged, casually filled the hoop with
hook shots from the most improbable angles, unleashed an old-time one-handed push shot, and
defended me as though he was armed with a tennis racket. And he did it all with a mischievous
gleam in his eyes and a dismissive curl of his smile that I’ve never been able to forget.From
there, I went on to register otherwise impressive numbers during my final two seasons at Hunter
(peaking at 16.3 rebounds and 24.2 ppg), and I continued playing basketball for another forty
years. I’ve played against a one-eyed high school All-American and several sad-eyed point-
shavers and dumpers. I’ve played on a court built on top of a mountain and one built at the
bottom of a swimming pool. I’ve scored forty-three points against Bridgeport University, fifty
against Camp Lakowa, and zero points against Harlem USA (in a tournament game at Molinas’s
old stomping grounds in Haverstraw). I’ve played against drunken farmers at the Bavarian Beer
Festival in Woodstock, New York, and against the likes of Wilt Chamberlain, Oscar Robertson,
and Rick Barry. I’ve won some, lost some, hit miracle shots, and missed easy layups. But it was
Jack Molinas who irrevocably confirmed my proper place in the basketball parthenon: a small-
time big man.Some thirty-eight years, six coaching jobs, two marriages, and nine published
books later, I received a phone call from Julie Molinas. It seemed that he’d read several of my
books (particularly Scandals of ’51 and Barney Polan’s Game) and proposed that I write an
authorized biography of his brother. Over the years, there have been several fictionalized
versions of Jack’s life (notably The Great Molinas, by Neil D. Isaacs; and Big Time, by Phil
Berger) and several unpublished attempts at straight biography, but Julie had found these works
to be either too speculative, too misleading, or downright inaccurate. Julie had at his disposal
numerous scrapbooks, letters, photographs, and the core of his brother’s story, 1,213 pages of
transcribed dialogue between Jack and Milton Gross.How could I refuse?There are always



innumerable pieces to the puzzle of anyone’s life—some of them readily discernible, some of
them hidden, and some forever lost. The sources, then, of this attempt to discover the truth of
Jack Molinas’s fascinating journey are varied.For the family history, I am grateful for the fruits of
Julie’s own researches and his eyewitness testimony as well. Indeed, as the project developed,
Julie’s memory was stimulated and his imprimatur is stamped on almost every page. And the
Molinas-Gross transcripts he provided obviously were invaluable.I was also the grateful
beneficiary of the generosity of two admirable men and accomplished writers—Phil Berger and
Neil Isaacs. In late 1974, Berger and his late partner Stu Black were commissioned by Esquire to
do an article on Molinas. Through an unfortunate series of misunderstandings that are
commonplace in the workaday lives of freelance writers, the putative Esquire piece wound up in
a truncated version in the pages of the New York Post. When I renewed a casual acquaintance
with Berger, he was only too happy to share the notes, sources, and legal documents that he
and Black had accumulated in their research. Accordingly, much of the testimony pertaining to
Molinas’s time in California comes from Berger’s files. Specifically, these are the people
interviewed by either Berger or Black some twenty-five years ago: Elliot Ableson, Clayton
Anderson, Chuck Bernstein, Irving Binder, Paul Brandt Sr., Dick Brass, Linda Brauer, Frank
Brian, Mike Cleary, Richard Crane, Dr. Richard Fishman, Larry Foust, Harvey Freeman, Hilliard
Gates, David Goldstein (NYPD), Noelle Gordon (not her real name), Arthur Gould, William
Green, Frank and Susan Guerrera, Stuart Gussoff, Bruce Hochman, Joel Horman, Mel
Hutchins, Bruce Kaiden, Perry Knowlton, Leonard Kramer, Tony LaRosa, Leonard Martinet, Don
Meineke, Harold Messing, Michael Minton (NYPD), Jim Mitchell, Phil Olofson, Andy Phillip, Burt
Pugash, Allan Rabins, Harold (Rudy) Reiner, Red Rocha, Stu Segall, Al Seiden, Rev Shedlech
(NYPD), Hyman Silverglad, Al Smith (Nassau County PD), Ellen Sohn, Louis Sohn, Sandy
Solomon, Al Stein, Arnold Stein, Mark Tamboryn, Artie Tolendini, Stan Treitel, Ernie
Vandeweghe, Dud Varney (LAPD), Steve Wallace, Marvin Weisman, Jack Wilson (LAPD),
George Yardley, and Fred Zollner.Likewise did Neil D. Isaacs graciously share his research
materials. His wonderful novel The Great Molinas was immensely stimulating. His Vintage NBA:
The Pioneer Years, an intriguing collection of first person narratives, was also invaluable.I am
indebted to Milton Gross, who conducted the original interviews with Molinas which were crucial
to this writing. Were it not for Gross’s persistent, clever pursuit of his subject, much of Molinas’s
story would have been lost.In addition to the sources listed in the bibliography, the following New
York newspapers were also consulted: the Columbia Spectator, the Daily Mirror, the Daily News,
the Herald Tribune, the Journal-American, the New York Post, and the New York Times. Fort
Wayne newspapers included the Journal Gazette and the News Sentinel. Also, from
Williamsport, Pennsylvania, the Sunday Independent, and from Hazleton, Pennsylvania, the
Plain Speaker.The interviews that I personally conducted were with Red Auerbach, Johnny
Bach, Albert Barouh, Irv Bemoras, Carl Bennett, Claudia Brandt, Paul Brandt Jr. (who also made
available Molinas’s letters to his father), Frank Brian, Hubie Brown, John Chaney, Stanley
Cohen, Ed Conlin, Avery Corman, Ed Coyle (a longtime employee of Zollner Industries and



frequent visitor to the Zollner household), Michael DeJacimo, Jerry Deutsch (one of the most
devout hoop-o-philes in captivity), Robert Ellis, George Feigenbaum, Morty Freidman, Bert
Garson, Al Geller, Marty Glickman, Arnold Goldstein, Robert Hacken, Ann Hemlock, Dick Kor,
Sid Knuckles, Sam Messing, Ray Miller, Sue Nahmias, Lou Orlando, Harvey Persh, Andy Phillip,
Bernie Reiner, Gene Rossides, Lou Rossini, Bob Santini, Dolph Schayes, Allan Seiden, Zeke
Sinicola, Ellen Sohn, Zelda Spoelstra, Arnold Stein, Edwin Torres, Bill Tosheff, Whitey Von
Nieda, Bernie Wincig, George Yardley, Bob Zawoluk—plus several ex-players and ex-coaches
who agreed to be interviewed on the condition that they remain anonymous.My thanks to them
all.1Jack Molinas was at the top of his game. Only a rookie with the Fort Wayne Pistons, he was
already a certified NBA All-Star who could score whenever he wanted to. Moreover, he was an
Ivy League graduate with a genius-level 175 I.Q. Rich, handsome, young, charismatic, Molinas
was irresistible to women. Ah, but Molinas could also lie with a sweet, buoyant smile, and he had
a flair for larceny—he’d much rather swindle two bits from somebody than earn an honest dollar.
Not even Molinas could guess how much money he’d gained by conspiring with gamblers to fix
ballgames in high school, college, and in the pros.For Jack Molinas, the real game was power—
taming the unknown, manipulating people, odds, and possibilities, making the future dance to
his own secret music. He just knew he was invulnerable, that he could always think or talk his
way out of any predicament. “Don’t worry” was his motto.So, at six o’clock Saturday evening on
January 9, 1954, when the Pistons’ coach, Paul Birch, unexpectedly knocked on the door of the
three-bedroom apartment on Monroe Street that Molinas shared with two of his teammates, Mel
Hutchins and Don Meineke, there was absolutely no cause for alarm. Not even when Coach
Birch said, “Mister Zollner wants to see the three of you at his house right away.”A Saturday night
summons from the imperious Pistons owner? “What’s going on, coach?” Meineke asked.Birch
was a stubborn man, a six-two backcourtsman on one of Fort Wayne’s world championship
teams in the pre-NBA dawning of professional basketball, and currently in his third season in
command of the Pistons. He prided himself on old-fashioned values like hard work and
uncompromising honesty. “Mister Zollner wants to talk about the upcoming All-Star game,” he
said, and his face flushed so much that his players knew he was lying.“Well,” Meineke said, “this
is my second season in the NBA and, unlike my two roomies here, I haven’t made the All-Star
team yet, so I’m going to a movie.”“No,” Coach Birch insisted. “I think you’d better come along
too.”Meineke accompanied Coach Birch, and Molinas rode shotgun in Hutchins’s car as they all
drove eastward to Fred Zollner’s home on 1601 Forest Park Boulevard near the corner of
Vermont Avenue. And what did Molinas have to worry about? Absolutely nothing.The NBA’s
fourth annual All-Star game was scheduled for Madison Square Garden in Molinas’s hometown
of New York City, just twelve days hence. Hutchins, a six-seven defensive stalwart, would be
making his third appearance in the stellar contest, and the veteran analyzed the possible
matchups. The Eastern Division squad featured Carl Braun, Harry Gallatin, and Dick McGuire
from the New York Knicks; Ed Macauley, Bill Sharman, and Bob Cousy from the Boston Celtics;
rookie Ray Felix from the Baltimore Bullets; Neil Johnston from the Philadelphia Warriors; and



from the Syracuse Nationals, Dolph Schayes and Paul Seymour. The West was represented by
Jim Pollard, Slater Martin, and George Mikan of the defending champion Minneapolis Lakers;
Arnie Risen, Bobby Davies, and Bobby Wanzer from the Rochester Royals; rookie Don
Sunderlage from the Milwaukee Hawks; and three of the Pistons, Hutchins, Molinas and Larry
Foust. Hutchins would certainly be paired against the likes of Gallatin and Schayes, both
powerhouse boardmen. While Molinas might certainly be required to take a turn against these
two rough-and-tumble forwards, he’d most likely play most of his minutes opposite “Easy” Ed
Macauley, a frail six-nine finesse player who couldn’t guard his own shadow.Hutchins warned
the headstrong rookie about Macauley’s unerring perimeter shooting, and the ferocity of All-Star
competition, but Molinas couldn’t wait to eat Macauley’s lunch and be the hometown hero. “Don’t
worry,” Molinas said. “Don’t ever worry about me.”Fred Zollner was not only the high-flying owner
of an NBA team, he was also the president of Zollner Machine Works, a corporation that
employed nearly 1,800 workers and fashioned aluminum engine parts for most of America’s
automobile and aircraft manufacturers. As befitting his status as one of Fort Wayne’s most
influential citizens, Mr. Zollner’s home was located in one of the city’s most exclusive residential
areas. The fifty-two-year-old Zollner lived alone in a three-story Tudor-style house built of red
brick, decorated with thin white trim that resembled the frosting on gingerbread cookies, and set
back thirty feet from the street. The spacious lawn was crusted with day-old snow, but the
asphalt driveway was meticulously shoveled and sanded. The several cars parked near the
garage aroused no undue suspicions in Molinas.A black, uniformed maid opened the front door,
and the three players were led into a large foyer that ended at the base of a long flight of
carpeted steps. To the right, the foyer opened into a huge living room that Meineke remembered
as being as spacious as “half a basketball court.” The room was primarily furnished in luxurious
leather couches and matching easy chairs; also blondwood coffee tables that showcased
numerous gleaming glass ashtrays. The walls were hung with several boatside photographs of
Mr. Zollner posing beside various outsized swordfish and tunas he’d caught, and a huge
lacquered marlin was proudly fastened above the mantelpiece of a large redbrick
fireplace.Several men in business suits whom none of the players recognized were standing
around the room in well-rehearsed casual postures designed to make them appear harmless.
Mr. Zollner himself was seated in a leather easy chair and rose to his feet as the ballplayers were
ushered into his presence. Dressed in black loafers, gray pants, a white shirt, and a neat blue
necktie, Mr. Zollner otherwise ignored the players, walking over to the fireplace to place another
thick log atop the already blazing fire. Casually, Zollner sat back in his chair and energetically
puffed one of his favorite cigarettes, English Ovals. Zollner turned to the players and started
talking about what specific transportation plans had been made for the All-Star game. He spoke
about the departure time for the flight into LaGuardia Airport, hotel reservations, and per diem.
His smooth face shone in the firelight, and his gray pompadour seemed to ripple like rising
smoke. “As you fellows already know,” he said, “it’s a great honor to be chosen for an All-Star
game.”The front doorbell rang just as Mr. Zollner finished his recitation, and the maid ushered



another pair of ballplayers into the room—Andy Phillip and Fred Scolari. Several of the players
traded uneasy glances, until Mr. Zollner suddenly said this: “There’s been a lot of rumors around
New York City that there’s something funny going on with this team. Commissioner Podoloff is
coming into town tonight and we’re determined to get to the bottom of this mess. That’s why I
had you fellows come here.”None of the players dared move or make a sound.“Okay, fellows,”
Mr. Zollner continued, “I know you’ve all been dumping ball games, so you better come clean.”As
before, the players maintained a shocked silence. After a few moments, one of the strangers
walked up behind the six-six Molinas, tapped the bigger man’s shoulder, and flashed a police
badge. “I’m Detective Captain Mitchell Cleveland,” the man said, “and I want you to come along
with me for questioning.”Molinas only shrugged and said, “Sure.” Even as Detective Cleveland
ratcheted a pair of handcuffs around his wrists, Molinas wasn’t worried. Stupid cops. What did
they know about anything? If Molinas’s point-shavings at Columbia University had eluded the
vigorous investigations of Manhattan District Attorney Frank Hogan, what could these rubes
have on him?While Molinas was being driven downtown to police headquarters, Mr. Zollner had
two more visitors: NBA Commissioner Maurice Podoloff, arriving from the airport at about 8:30
P.M., and, several minutes later, the Pistons’ All-Star center, Larry Foust. The big man was
currently in the fourth season of an outstanding twelve-year career that would include eight All-
Star games. He had been lured to Mr. Zollner’s house by a phone call from Birch requesting the
veteran’s aid in drawing up an itinerary for an upcoming road trip. Mr. Zollner, who pulled out his
wallet and pushed an honorary police badge into the player’s face, let Foust into the house.“Hi,
Larry,” Mr. Zollner said in a tone meant to be intimidating. He’d crack this case open all by
himself. “Come on in. You’re under arrest.”Foust couldn’t help laughing, a bold reaction that
greatly offended his boss. But Foust sobered up quickly enough when he entered the living room
and saw several of his teammates, two men whom he instantly sized up as being cops, as well
as Commissioner Podoloff. One of the detectives stepped forward and asked the players at
large, “Do any of you have any knowledge that Molinas was betting on Pistons ball
games?”Almost in unison, Foust, Phillip, Hutchins, Scolari, and Meineke earnestly swore that
they knew nothing about anything.But Podoloff wasn’t convinced, saying, “We know there’s been
fixing going on, fellows. And we know that one player on a ball club isn’t enough to turn a game.
Okay? So we’re going to have all of you fellows take lie detector tests.”“Fine,” said Phillip.“That’s
okay with me,” Scolari chimed.“No problem,” said Meineke, and Hutchins readily agreed.“I’d be
very happy to oblige,” said Foust, “because I have absolutely nothing to hide.”The veteran
players’ agreeable responses were deemed sufficient to prove their innocence and the
possibility of their submitting to lie detector tests was never mentioned again. Only the rookie,
the obnoxious Ivy Leaguer from New York, remained under suspicion.The entrance to the police
station was at the rear of the building, just off the asphalt parking lot. Molinas was escorted into
an interrogation room on the second floor, a bare, hopeless space with peeling gray walls, a
barred window facing out on Berg Street, a small one-way spy window disguised as a mirror,
and a hooded lightbulb dangling from a chain above the table. In the far corner, a rusted radiator



occasionally clanged whenever the basement furnace was stoked. The meager furnishings
included half a dozen wooden folding chairs, and a rickety wooden table whose surface had
been scorched and blackened by a thousand carelessly handled cigarette butts. Molinas was
pointed to the chair closest to the table and opposite the mirror, then his handcuffs were undone.
Detective Cleveland was on hand, along with Chief of Police Al Figel and Detective Sergeants H.
King, Edwin McCarthy, and Jack C. Lake.Was Molinas worried yet? “Not a chance. I didn’t give
the whole operation two thoughts,” he said many years later.Then one of the cops said, “We’re
investigating point-shaving on the Pistons, Jack, and we’ve heard rumors that you’re involved.”
“Then you heard wrong,” Molinas said, “because I am not and never have been involved with
point-shaving. I’ve done nothing wrong here.” Then the cop said, “Isn’t it a fact that you’ve bet on
several of the Pistons games?”And that’s when Jack outsmarted himself and made the most
idiotic mistake of his life.When the detective brought up the question of his betting on the
Pistons, Jack jumped to the conclusion that they were looking for the ballplayers who were
turning tricks and dumping games. He knew that the Pistons games had already been off the
boards for just over two weeks, meaning that no bookies would accept any bets on them up or
down, and he figured the cops must have known this. At that time a lot of NBA players were out-
and-out dumping. But, especially when the word was out that guys were going to play straight,
just about everybody in the league went ahead and bet on their own team to win. This was such
a common practice that when the detectives accused him of betting on the Pistons, Jack didn’t
think it was a big deal. He figured they were just sniffing around in an attempt to flush out the
dumpers. So without thinking it through enough, he said, “Yeah, occasionally I make a wager on
the Pistons. Whenever I think we’re going to win, I bet one hundred or maybe two hundred
dollars with a guy in New York. Maybe I’ve bet about eight or ten times.”They asked Jack next if
the bets were made with a bookmaker, but Jack insisted that he was just an ordinary guy from
the neighborhood. Stanley Ratensky, a student in the Brooklyn Law School. They called him
Stanley the Rat. Molinas did it more as a favor to him than anything else. Stanley needed the
money and Jack threw him some action. “Hey,” Molinas said, “I bet a few times. That’s all. I never
dumped games or shaved points.”Molinas was then asked to dictate a statement, which
Detective Cleveland transcribed. But Molinas objected to the initial copy Cleveland typed up
and, after some haggling, signed the third copy, even though he still believed the statement to be
inexact.The final statement read as follows:I have been a member of the Zollner Pistons
Basketball team since October 1953. After being on the team for approximately a month I called
a man in New York by the name of Stanley Ratensky, knowing this man for a long period of time I
called him on the telephone and asked him if he could place a bet for me. He said that he could
and he would tell me the odds on the game either for or against the Pistons. After hearing the
odds or points on the game I either placed a bet on the Pistons or else told him that the odds
were to [sic] great and I did not want to place a bet. Several times I talked to him over the phone
and odds or points were not mentioned and I told him that I thought on some occasions that we
could win a particular game and I placed a bet. I did this about ten times.At no time was there a



payoff to throw any games made to me by Stanley Ratensky. Nor was there any mention of the
fact; however, the only reimbursement I received was for my phone calls which I made to him.
Also I received approximately $400.00 for the total times that I have been betting with him. This
included the phone bill also.There has [sic] been times during this basketball season when we
lost games that I thought the ballclub as a whole were not putting forth their best effort. There
was evidence that ill feeling existed on the part of the ball players toward the coach. This was
shown many times during ball games when the players did not hustle or play the game they were
capable of playing. A general let down was obvious. A couple of times this season I have heard
mentioned on and off the court that if we could possibly lose the next game or the next couple of
games it would become evident that a new coach was needed. The above statement does not
necessarily reflect my own personal opinion since I was treated very well, by all concerned.Q.
Are you at this time under the influence of any alcoholic beverages, drugs or narcotics?A. No.Q.
Has anyone promised you any leniency or offered you any reward or in any manner threatened
you or put you in fear of your personal safety in order to obtain this statement?A. No./s/ Jacob L.
MolinasBy now it was nearly two in the morning, and after signing the statement, Molinas was
told that Commissioner Podoloff wanted to see him. Then Molinas was handcuffed and taken to
Detective Cleveland’s office. Several others were waiting in the office along with Commissioner
Podoloff—Mr. Zollner, Coach Birch, and six or seven people (undoubtedly policemen) whom
Molinas didn’t know. At Molinas’s request, everybody else was asked to leave the room except
for Zollner and Podoloff.At age sixty-three, Maurice Podoloff was pudgy and barely five feet tall.
With his prominent, rather gross facial features, he was by no means an attractive man. The
NBA players privately called him Poodles, but the NBA commissioner had a dynamic personal
presence that always commanded respect.Podoloff had a copy of Molinas’s statement and he
asked him if he had indeed signed it. Molinas said yes, and Podoloff said that he would have to
take some action against Jack, but first he’d like to ask some questions about the statement.
Podoloff was concerned about the fact that the Pistons hadn’t been playing well lately, and he
picked out the part of the statement where Molinas had claimed to have overheard a teammate
(or teammates) proposing that they shouldn’t play as hard as they could because there was
some bad feeling between the players and the coach.“Is there any truth to this?” Podoloff asked.
“Exactly who made these statements?” When Molinas hesitated for a moment, the
commissioner leaned forward and said, “C’mon, Jack. We’re both Jewish. Tell me the truth and
I’ll look out for you.”Molinas said, “It was only harmless locker room talk with no malicious intent
on the part of anybody.”Then Podoloff said that since Molinas had violated an antigambling
clause in his contract, he was going to be suspended.Molinas was stunned. He was being
suspended for betting on ball games? Why him? Why not the dozens of other players who were
doing the same thing? He was tempted to tell Podoloff about all the guys on the Pistons and so
many other NBA teams who were dumping. But all he said was, “How long is this suspension for,
and do you really have to do it?”The commissioner said he had not yet determined the length of
the suspension. Because there was going to be a big furor over this, he’d have to wait and see



how he could work it out. But Podoloff insisted that he did have to take some kind of drastic
action. “There’s too much pressure on me,” he said, “especially from the newspapers, so I can’t
just let it go by. I could very well expel you, Jack, but I’m probably just going to suspend you, so
as to leave the door open for your reinstatement.”Molinas pleaded that he hadn’t done anything
morally wrong, that he’d never done anything to harm the team. Then he turned to Zollner and
asked if there was anything he could do. Zollner said the matter was completely out of his hands
and was all up to Mr. Podoloff.“I’m on your side, Jack,” Podoloff said. “If there is any possibility of
your playing again, why, I will represent your best interests.”By then Jack was desperate and
even offered to play for nothing.“Jack,” Podoloff said. “Let’s reverse our positions. You’re the
commissioner and I’m the player. What would you do?”Molinas could only sigh, knowing the
larceny in his own heart, knowing how glibly he could lie, knowing the truth. “There’s no way I’d
ever give you another chance,” Molinas said, “because it would be too much of a gamble.”In his
time, Jack Molinas was a world-class athlete, a lawyer, and master of the stock market, but he
was also a big-time gambler and fixer in league with the Mafia, a double- and triple-crosser, a
jailbird, a pornographer, a loan shark, and quite probably a murderer. In any event, Jack Molinas
was much more than just another evil genius.The generation that preceded Molinas was the one
called upon to defeat Hitler and Hirohito and fight a righteous war. “Sacrifice” was their byword.
Willingly, they forfeited their youth, their limbs, and too often their lives. And the good guys won
the good fight and should have lived happily ever after.But the atomic bomb vaporized more
than the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki—it had also annihilated ideals. After the mushroom
cloud and the firestorm, could anybody still believe in God? In morality, love, guilt, or innocence?
Jack Molinas was still an impressionable thirteen-year-old when the Atomic Age was born. Like
his junior high school classmates, Molinas learned how to protect himself from the imminent
atomic devastation by “taking cover.” Along with his classmates, he learned to crouch under his
desk and curl his arms around his head. Mere children, they were issued dog tags to wear
around their necks so that their possibly charred remains might be identified. Total oblivion could
occur instantaneously and without warning, a new reality that quickly put a desperate edge to
every transaction, every interaction. Only chumps sacrificed. Even the Golden Rule was
tarnished—Do unto others before they do unto you.And nobody’s been the same ever since.In
modern times, we’ve even made virtues of cynicism and partisan interests. So what if our
leaders routinely lie and trample our moral codes? So what if a president is gunned down in
public? Or another is impeached? Hey, so long as Wall Street is booming, and the job market is
secure, and there’s money enough to buy a new TV, well, then, who really cares?Yes, there’s no
doubt that Jack Molinas was a crook. And, positively, he was more interested in strategy than in
justice. But just as certainly, Jack Molinas represents something more than the paltry sum of the
parts of his own twisted life. The terrible truth is that Jack Molinas was no less than the first
modern man.2Jack’s father, Louis Jacob Molinas, was a Sephardic Jew and proud of his
heritage. In their ancient Iberian homelands, the Sephardim were attracted to the study of
philosophy (as opposed to the Eastern European Jews, the Ashkenazim, who advocated the



intensive study of the Babylonian Talmud), and developed the Spanish Cabala, a mystical
interpretation of the Torah and the Ten Commandments. These were the Jews who were
expelled from Spain in 1492 by Ferdinand and Isabella when they refused to convert to
Christianity. The exiled Spanish Jews (followed in 1497 by Jews similarly evicted from Portugal)
scattered across the known world, mostly settling in the Balkans, the Netherlands, Palestine, or
the Ottoman Empire. The Sephardim considered themselves Jewish aristocrats and, over the
centuries, have traditionally been zealous about protecting their religious independence. When a
single boatload of courageous Sephardim fled from the religious persecution they’d been
subjected to in Brazil and landed in New York in the middle of the sixteenth century, they claimed
the distinction of being the first Jews in America.Louis’s forefathers were apparently millers who
initially settled in Italy before moving on to Turkey. The original family name is believed to have
been Molino, which is Spanish for windmill. The appellation was singular, but because the family
was so extensive they were always referred to in the plural; therefore, “Molinas.”The second of
three siblings (and the only male), Louis was born November 17, 1899, in Canakkale, Turkey, a
small farming town southwest of Istanbul. Even in the relative obscurity of Canakkale, the Jewish
ghetto was victimized by periodic pogroms, especially on Friday nights, the sabbath. His father
was named Jacob Louis Molinas; his paternal grandfather, Louis Jacob Molinas (reputed to have
been seven feet tall); and so on, the first-born sons alternating names in each succeeding
generation. In 1914, Louis escaped from Turkey with his parents’ blessing in order to avoid
military proscription. From Istanbul, Louis boarded a freighter (he traveled in steerage) bound for
New York City.When he arrived, Louis moved in with his father’s older sister, Clarisse Bernardo,
her husband, Bahor, and their four sons, in a small tenement flat on the Lower East Side. Like
most other immigrants, Louis was extremely industrious, quick to find menial employment
(sweeping the aisles in a movie theater between shows) and also to enroll in an evening class
(at PS 147) to learn the new language.Louis’s teacher was Julius Eisenstein, who turned out to
be a pivotal figure in the young man’s life. In addition to learning English, Louis also was taught
many of the social amenities of this strange new country, and a lasting friendship was formed.By
1916, his mother had remarried. Even so, despite the pittance he was earning, Louis sent money
home every month. Louis eventually quit his job at the movie theater and began working in an
uptown Manhattan candy store. His naturalization papers were dated July 7, 1920, and the
document contains several bits of misinformation. His birth year is given as 1898, and he’s listed
as being five feet five inches tall, approximately five inches shorter than his actual height. At age
twenty-one, Louis was a ruggedly handsome young man, his brown eyes coldly gleaming in his
stern rectangular-shaped face. He’d already earned a reputation for shrewdness, impeccable
honesty, and an impressive capacity for hard work. Louis was perhaps a bit introverted and rigid
by American standards, but he’d been raised in the Old World, where such character traits were
considered to be admirable. The only flaws in Louis’s temperament seemed to be his volatile
temper, as well as a brickheaded stubbornness. By the early 1920s, Louis was able to send for
his two sisters, Esther and Clara, who each found a husband shortly after their arrival in New



York. Soon after this, Louis and a well-to-do friend, Harry Azriel, combined their resources and
bought a candy store on 110th Street and Lexington Avenue.Sometime around 1927, Louis and
Azriel got involved in another moneymaking scheme, buying bars of gold bullion in Toronto and
selling them directly to the U.S. Treasury in Washington, D.C.—a practice that was legal until
1933. With Azriel supplying most of the up-front money, their first cautious venture into the “gold
business” proved to be mildly lucrative. Louis used some of his newfound profits to establish
another business—staffing coat-check rooms in various restaurants, ballrooms and nightclubs
around New York. One of Louis’s biggest accounts was the Mecca Temple on Fifty-fifth Street,
an auditorium run by the Shriners.Buoyed by their initial success, the partners made another trip
to Canada, this time prepared to spend upward of fifty thousand dollars (mostly Azriel’s) for the
gold and expecting to at least triple their investment. Unfortunately this second load turned out to
be gold-painted bars of lead. According to their agreement, Louis was accountable to Azriel for
half the loss, a debt that would require nearly fifteen years of work to be paid in full. (One of the
bogus bars of gold was donated to Roosevelt High School in the Bronx, where Mr. Eisenstein
was now teaching, and placed in a display case in the chemistry department.) A much more
significant result of this swindle was that from then on Louis could not tolerate any form of
gambling or hazardous speculation.In late 1928, the same Harry Azriel was the key figure in
arranging a marriage between Louis and Benvenuta Grassian. Betty, as she was called, was
born in Manhattan, but her parents were Turkish.Abshalom and Allegra Grassian had been
married in their hometown of Dardanelles, Turkey, in November 1895. They never learned
English, even though seventeen years later they journeyed to America to “find a better life,” and
Abshalom opened a restaurant on Rivington Street on the Lower East Side. The old man’s
recipe for a long, happy marriage was a traditional Turkish one—“an obedient wife.” Their
daughter, Betty, was born March 14, 1910, and was trained to fulfill her role in the community.
According to her, her parents had a perfect relationship: “What my father said, my mother
did.”Unlike her older brother, Joseph, Betty graduated high school. She longed to become a
schoolteacher, but she was dissuaded from continuing her education. After all, if she went to
college, Betty might become too smart and nobody would want to marry her.Betty was a dark-
eyed Mediterranean beauty, noted for her gentleness and compassion. She and Louis were
married in the Bronx on October 27, 1929, at the Temple Adath Israel, on 169th Street and the
Grand Concourse.The newlyweds settled into a cozy one-bedroom apartment in the Pelham
Bay section of the Bronx, but Betty thought the location was too isolated. After two years, they
moved into a two-bedroom railroad-style apartment at 2525 Grand Concourse, just a block north
of Fordham Road. A luxury address, the Grand Concourse was the widest thoroughfare in the
Bronx and was conceived as New York City’s version of the Champs-Elysée. This bustling
crossroads was serviced by several public bus routes, a nearby trolley line, an IND subway
station, and just three blocks westward, the elevated trains that rattled and clanged above
Jerome Avenue. The Molinases’ neighbors were mostly Polish and German Jews, with a
scattering of Italians, and they lived harmoniously in a sturdy line of classic Bronx apartment



buildings—redbrick quasi-fortresses crowned with crenellated rooftop battlements. The
Molinases themselves lived in apartment 5A, on the topmost floor, where every window opened
onto the Concourse. Although the building lacked an elevator, the stairs were artfully crafted of
white stone, and the prime location alone more than justified the hefty forty-three-dollar monthly
rent.The joint was always jumping: Children constantly called up to their parents to open the
windows and throw down money for ice cream, or sometimes to “airmail” their forgotten mailbox
keys. From time to time, itinerant peddlars would pause in front of the building and announce
their services: A man with a pushcart would yell, “I cash clothes!” Another with a whetstone
strapped across his back would loudly inform the housewives that he sharpened knives and
scissors. Sometimes a lone fiddler would play plaintive, nearly forgotten songs from homelands
faraway and be rewarded with pennies wrapped in scraps of newspaper tossed from opened
windows.Following Julius Eisenstein’s interior decorating suggestions, Louis and Betty hung
framed prints of old seascapes on the walls and furnished the apartment in the Colonial style.
But Betty was especially fond of her luxurious kitchen, particularly the small dumbwaiter that so
conveniently carried garbage into the basement, and also the newfangled electric refrigerator
(still referred to as the icebox).By now, Louis had expanded his business interests. While
maintaining his coat-check concessions, he’d also joined with two partners and taken over the
Glen Island Casino, a nightclub in New Rochelle. Louis always seemed to be either working or in
transit, leaving Betty alone and forlorn. She halfheartedly cultivated interests in the theater and
ballet, which she sometimes attended with her friends. But mostly she spent long, solitary hours
reading popular novels.Betty’s life was brightened on April 16, 1932, when her first son was born
in Mount Royal Hospital in Manhattan. In keeping with the Molinas tradition, he was named
Jacob Louis, and to insure a lifetime of health, wealth, and good luck his parents sprinkled gold
coins into his crib.3In many ways, Jackie was a difficult child, always active, getting into closets,
climbing up on chairs, crying when he didn’t get his way. As much as she loved him, Betty vowed
never to have another child.When Jackie was two years old, Louis began to notice that the boy’s
inclination was to pick things up with his left hand. In the legends of the Old World, the devil was
believed to be left-handed, so a wrong-handed child was doomed to possess a “sinister” and
devious nature. To remedy this alarming tendency, Jackie’s left hand was tied behind his back
until the situation was remedied.Jackie was an intelligent, handsome child with shiny black hair
and a dazzling smile. He could read English at three, and Spanish a year later. With his
prodigious memory, he entertained his parents, their friends, and relatives with recitations of
names, lists, and catalogs. His mother and his aunts repeatedly told him that “the girls will never
be able to keep their eyes off you, or their hands.”Whenever Jackie disobeyed his father’s
commands, however, he would be spanked with either a bare hand or a strap. Betty was always
horrified at her husband’s severity with the child and continually voiced her objections. “Louis,”
she’d say, “he’s just a little boy.” But Louis was adamant: “The boy must learn discipline. It’s the
only way.”Even though Louis was rarely home, he was determined that his son would be raised
properly. To that end, early one Sunday morning Louis took the four-year-old Jackie over to



nearby St. James Park. Positioning the boy next to a particular tree, Louis told Jackie that he was
going to leave him alone for a while, but that he’d better still be there glued to the spot when his
father returned. Of course, Jackie cried some when Louis walked away, but he didn’t dare budge
until his father came back to fetch him two hours later. For years, Louis would brag about the
incident as proof of his own prowess as a disciplinarian. So, too, would Jackie always remember
his father’s cruel obedience training.Despite Jackie’s restlessness and the strong will he
demonstrated in his father’s absence, Betty was utterly devoted to her son. The boy was always
clean, well dressed, and fed only the healthiest of foods. Salads with feta cheese and Greek
olives. Spinach and feta cheese pastellas wrapped in phyllo dough. Stewed tomatoes. Red rice.
Potato pancakes with leeks. Desserts with almonds and sesame seeds. Beyond these material
comforts, Betty also tried to override her husband’s heavy-handed dominance and more gently
nurture Jackie’s emotional and psychological development.When Betty discovered that she was
pregnant again in the spring of 1936, she was distraught. Several friends and family members
counseled her to have an abortion, but she refused. So it was that a second son, Abshalom
Julian, was born to her on September 17, 1936, also at Mount Royal Hospital. He was named
Abshalom in honor of his maternal grandfather, and Julian in remembrance of Julius Eisenstein,
Louis’s beloved friend and mentor who had recently died of complications during what was
supposed to be routine hernia surgery. By then, Louis had become sufficiently Americanized that
this time he took no countermeasures when Julian, like his brother, exhibited a proclivity to left-
handedness.When the boys were still young, the sleeping arrangements in the Grand
Concourse apartment were somewhat unusual. Louis had the master bedroom and Betty the
second bedroom, while Jackie and Julie slept on cots set up in their mother’s bedroom. By the
time both boys were in school, Julie’s cot was moved into the master bedroom, while Jackie’s
remained in his mother’s bedroom. Was this perhaps some stern and self-abnegating, yet
foolproof method of birth control? “I don’t understand the reason why these arrangements were
made,” Julie said some years later. “Maybe it was some kind of standard procedure practiced in
the old country. It could be that my parents were having marital difficulties, but that would be
hard to imagine. All I know is that my brother and I wouldn’t dare question my father in any
matter.”Of course, Jackie would tease and pick on his little brother, but only in a pro forma
fashion. Increasingly, Jackie was becoming protective of Julie—most likely in an attempt to
shield him from their father’s unreasonable rigidities.In September 1937, Jackie was enrolled in
the kindergarten class at PS 33 when he was just five months past his fifth birthday. One of his
classmates was Bobby Santini, who would become one of Molinas’s most enduring friends.
“Jackie was a very bright kid with a great sense of humor,” Santini remembers, “but even back
then he was always trying to grab an extra edge. For example, he’d fight everybody to sit in the
highest seat in the classroom, and he’d also battle to be first on line. He was always very
physical.”At age seven, Jackie was mentally evolved enough to solve complex mathematical
functions and even algebraic problems in his head without resorting to pencil and paper. Flip him
a penny or two and he’d gladly turn his tricks. But, all in all, young Jackie would rather be



outdoors.In the winter, he’d go “belly whopping” in St. James Park, wildly careening downhill
while trying to maintain his grip on his top-of-the-line Flexible Flyer. Weather permitting, he
competed in all the seasonal New York street games, from punchball to stickball, from flipping
and matching baseball cards to putting marbles at risk in a game called Immies. While still in
elementary school, he took a particular interest in playing poker for pennies or for comic books.
Since both Jackie and Bobby were taller than their schoolmates, a keen rivalry eventually
developed between the two. “Jackie was a good game player,” Santini recalled, “with an intuitive
sense of strategy. Sometimes we’d get so competitive that we’d wind up fighting. We were both
big kids so we were a good match. He was strong in a wiry kind of way, yet he was never really
ruthless or bloodthirsty. We’d push and shove and have little punch-outs but we never really hurt
each other.”On weekends, Jackie and Bobby would take in a matinee at one of the several
neighborhood movie theaters. In addition to the films, the theaters would regularly sponsor
competitions in yo-yo twirling and top spinning, but Jackie was content to be a spectator. At the
same time, Jackie developed a prepubescent crush on Ava Gardner and would never miss her
latest movie. For the rest of his life, Ava Gardner would be Jackie’s standard of what a woman
should be, and the reason why sheer physical beauty would have such an overwhelming appeal
for him. If an after-movie treat was affordable, the boys could go into any one of a number of
local candy stores and order chocolate egg creams. If they were really flush, they’d have a snack
at Bickford’s Cafeteria on the Grand Concourse and 188th Street.Upon entering Bickford’s, the
boys would walk through a small turnstile and take a ticket from a machine that rang with a
chime when the ticket was removed. The boys would then pick up their trays, plates, and
silverware at the beginning of the long food counters. Large platters of hot food were displayed
on steam tables and portions were dispensed by uniformed servers, who’d also take the boys’
tickets and punch out the appropriate price. Jackie was greatly impressed with the precision of
the entire operation, and also the sense of overindulgence inspired by such huge quantities of
greasy, salty, gloriously tasty and unhealthy food. Another counter offered pies, cakes, pastries,
coffee, tea, and milk. Bickford’s catered mostly to the weekend and after-work shoppers who
thronged the area, but several locals also congregated there—including Joey Hacken, the
neighborhood bookie who would soon become Jackie’s guide to the underside of sports. Early
in Jackie’s tenure at PS 33, however, Hacken was just another familiar face.One of the boys’
summers was made more intriguing by the digging up of the Grand Concourse to facilitate some
electrical repairs. The thoroughfare was closed to vehicular traffic and big ditches were spanned
by thick planks so that pedestrians could cross the street, but Jackie proved to be the only kid in
the neighborhood who dared to jump headlong across the ditches.That same summer, Jackie
was subjected to a short haircut that earned him a temporary nickname, “Cue Ball,” and the
unmerciful teasing of his playmates. Until his hair grew back, the taunts would often bring Jackie
to the verge of tears, but he’d bite his lower lip until the urge passed because crying was for
babies. Try as he might to deny this sensitive undercurrent in his otherwise carefully crafted
daredevil personality, it was Jackie’s basic vulnerability that (even as an adult) attracted so many



loyal friends.At home, Louis continued to rule with an unforgiving hand. Homework was done
right after dinner. Bedtime was precisely eight-thirty for Julie and nine o’clock for Jackie.
Anything other than instantaneous obedience was unthinkable, and while the boys respected
their father, they also feared his wrath. One time, young Jackie had come into possession of a
pea shooter and was firing away from one of the bedroom windows, aiming tiny pea pods at the
heads of the passersby five stories below while Julie stood on the adjoining fire escape rooting
his brother on. When one of the missiles struck an older woman in the cheek, Jackie ducked
back inside but Julie had nowhere to hide, so the woman was able to pinpoint the apartment.
Outraged, she immediately located a telephone and called the police. A patrolman soon came
knocking on the apartment door and delivered a stern admonition to the youngsters. Jackie
bravely endured the threat of being arrested and sent to reform school, but begged the
policeman not to inform his father of the “crime.”Sue Nahmias regularly baby-sat for the boys at
the going rate of fifty cents a night whenever Louis and Betty went out. “Mister Molinas would
pick me up,” she says, “then lay down the rules before he and his wife left. What time the boys
had to go to bed and things like that. Then he’d drive me home later, but he never talked much.
He never even asked if the boys had behaved because he couldn’t even imagine that they
wouldn’t. And they did. They played quietly together—checkers or Chinese checkers—or they
read comic books. They were very good with each other. When it was bedtime, they went off
without a peep. Whatever the father said, they did to the letter. They were clearly afraid of having
me give a bad report to him. It was an easy job.”Louis and Betty were fluent in English (which
Louis always spoke with a slight accent) and Spanish, but they conversed mostly in Ladino, a
variation of medieval Spanish adopted by Iberian Jews. In the written form, the vernacular was
transliterated into Rashi, which was a modified version of Hebrew vowel lettering. In the spoken
form, Ladino included Spanishized Hebrew words. Jackie pleaded with his parents to speak
English in front of his friends, a request to which Louis reluctantly agreed.In later years, Louis did
express certain regrets about the way Jackie had been raised. “I was never wealthy,” Louis said,
“but there was always money in the house and food on the table. He never wanted for anything.
Who knows? Maybe I gave him too much. Maybe I spoiled him.”On an emotional level, however,
Jackie was stunted. Louis certainly loved his children but was never moved to come up to either
one, put his arm around his shoulder, and just say something like, “How’re you doing? Is
everything okay?” Never. The only verbal communication between Louis and his sons was the
lecture. Because Louis had listened intently to his own father’s lectures, he assumed his sons
would do the same. Betty constantly told her husband to try to be a friend to his sons, but Louis
didn’t know how to accomplish this. Only when Jack was an adult could he share any meaningful
conversations with his father, and then strictly about business matters.Years later, several of
Jack’s friends would place a significant portion of the blame for his felonies and malefactions
squarely on Louis’s shoulders.“Jack’s father was a tough, tough man,” said Allan Seiden, a
hoopmate of Molinas’s. “He saw everything in extremes, either black or white. I think the old
man’s rigidity was instrumental in pushing Jack off the edge.”Ellen Sohn was Jack’s girlfriend for



many years, and she said this: “The father didn’t know any other way to raise children and he did
the best he could. But he was a mean old bastard who did everything by the book. The boys
were afraid of him. And the mother was just lost in the shadows.”Week by week, Betty had to
account for the “house money” Louis allotted her. Betty worked hard to keep the apartment
spotlessly clean and she also insisted on cleaning up after the boys. Growing up, neither Jackie
nor Julie had any daily household chores. No indulgence was too much for her oldest son. Afraid
to demand that Louis desist from hitting Jackie for disobediences real or imagined, she would
often protect her son by concealing as many of his petty misdeeds as possible. Later, when he
was dating, Betty would wait up until three in the morning just to be able to show her son what
snacks were available in the icebox. From the start, this gentle, affectionate woman was
Molinas’s only refuge.Living in such a protected household and such a sequestered
neighborhood, Jackie was virtually immune to the countless tragedies of World War II. Of course
there were air raid drills, when the lights had to be switched off in the apartment and the shades
tightly drawn and the tiniest “leak” would cause a white-helmeted air raid warden to come
pounding on the front door. And there were ration books for sugar, paper, and gasoline, with
paper bags from the grocery store being used over and over again. But the Molinas clan had no
relatives or close friends killed or wounded in action.Discarded metal pots and pans were
routinely collected at the police station, and even at PS 33, the students were obliged to bring in
string-bound bundles of newspapers for the war effort. Once every week, these bundles would
be ceremoniously measured with a ruler and prizes awarded to the most patriotic students. As
duly required, Jackie did bring in a perfunctory bundle every week, but to his mind the contest
rewarded nothing more than sheer industriousness and thus had no appeal for him.Then, in the
fall of 1943, Jackie entered Creston Junior High School and began to slip away from his father’s
heavy-handed command.4Sometime in the late 1930s, Louis and his three partners sold the
Glen Island Casino and purchased the Harbor Inn, also on Long Island. Then, in 1942, the four
men moved on to their next, and final, cooperative business venture—the Famous Eagle Bar
and Grill, on Surf Avenue and Twelfth Street in Coney Island. Eventually, this new enterprise
would have disastrous consequences for young Jackie.Coney Island was promoted by the local
chamber of commerce as “The Playground to the World,” and the Eagle was conveniently
situated only two short blocks from bustling Stillwell Avenue, site of the turnaround station for the
IND line, the Sea Beach line, the West End line, the Culver line, and the Brighton line.When
Louis took over the operation, the Eagle was situated near Luna Park, a popular amusement
spot that featured a merry-go-round, a roller coaster, and a bandstand that spotlighted various
well-known dance orchestras. Luna Park was billed as “the Eighth Wonder of the World,” and its
piece de resistance was a downsized re-creation of the Taj Mahal. For the first few seasons, the
Eagle did a fast business selling food and beer to pedestrians on their way to and from Luna
Park.Cater-corner across Surf Avenue was the local institution Feltman’s, an upscale dining
spot. Also in the immediate neighborhood were Skeeball alleys, mechanical horse races, and
pinball palaces. Passersby were further tempted by an abundance of freshly made popcorn,



cotton candy, and corn on the cob for sale.Then, in the winter of 1944, Luna Park burned to the
ground, to be replaced by a huge paved parking lot, the essence of moneymaking vacuity.
Mickey Zaffarano, a well-connected Mafioso who would later became another one of Jackie’s
mentors, rented a large section of the lot situated directly behind the Eagle Bar.The Eagle had a
small glass-windowed counter that opened directly onto Surf Avenue. From here, one of Louis’s
employees (or, once they came of age, one of his sons) would sell beer and summertime beach
food—frankfurters, raw clams on the half shell, French fries, and hamburgers. Inside, there was
room for fifty tables, each one surrounded by four round-back wooden chairs. Louis would tend
the long polished mahogany bar, an imposing figure, tall, lean, and muscular, neatly attired in
shirt and tie, and always standing ramrod straight. The Eagle was never a neighborhood bar but
catered rather to the thousands of tourists, the transient, boisterous proletariats out to cram as
much enjoyment as possible into a sun-drenched weekend. Louis’s stern presence was always
sufficient to keep the customers under control.Even though he was repelled by the silly
entertainment that appealed to these rough-hewn and rowdy Americans, Louis was also a
determined entrepreneur who always kept a steady eye on the bottom line. So, every evening
during the summer months, the Eagle featured cornball country-western bands—one favorite
being Oklahoma Slim and the Okies. Jackie remembered “Wabash Cannonball” being wailed
out into the night, month after month, year after year, projected through a loudspeaker and onto
the street, where it could attract more customers.During the season, Louis would work twelve
hours a day all week long; to ease the strain, Betty and the boys would move to Coney Island as
soon as school was out. In 1942, their initial seasonal rental was a ground-floor apartment in a
private house on Mermaid Avenue and Twenty-ninth Street. One summer, Louis rented a small
cottage in the exclusive Sea Gate section. But the boys were happiest when the family rented a
suite in the Half Moon Hotel on the Boardwalk at Twenty-ninth Street. “I was ten years old,” Julie
said. “We lived on something like the twentieth floor, so we’d wake up every morning and see the
ocean. It was a thrill that I remember to this day. After all, who ever heard of anybody living in a
hotel?”The bar would remain open from mid-April to early October. In the off-season, Louis
would concentrate on his thriving coat-check concession. Louis prospered to the extent that by
1945 he had repaid Harry Azriel in full for his share in the gold-bar fiasco, and a year later he
bought out his partners and was the Eagle’s sole proprietor.Yet there were some problems
involved in sustaining the Eagle’s profit margin. First off, the local Mafia underlings had to be
paid off to insure regular delivery of beer and booze, and to avoid broken windows and fractured
limbs. At the time, organized crime had a major presence in Coney Island, with its headquarters
located in Joe Bananas’s restaurant (Gargiullio’s) on Sixteenth Street between Surf and
Mermaid Avenues. Secondly, the Coney Island cops also had to be bribed. There was also some
difficulty when the union tried to organize the Eagle’s workers.Of all the necessary kickbacks,
the weekly payoffs to the police were the most painful. Every Friday night, Louis would appear at
the 60th Precinct, meet a certain Jewish captain, and fork over a two-hundred-dollar stipend. On
one busy Fourth of July weekend, Louis was too busy to rendezvous with the captain, and within



hours he was arrested and booked for serving alcohol to a minor. Louis appealed the arrest and
the resulting fine, and, months later, a local judge threw the case out of court and admonished
the police for removing him from his place of business. But, it was a catastrophic event that
young Jackie never forgot. The lesson he took away with him was that the good guys and the
bad guys were in the same crooked business.Back in the Bronx, Jackie made another startling
discovery—the game of basketball. He was twelve years old and about five feet ten inches tall
when he entered the seventh grade, class 7-A, at Creston Junior High School, which was on
182nd Street and Creston Avenue. His class team played in and won a seventh-grade
tournament. From there he started going to the night center at Creston Junior High that was
open on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday evenings. After school he’d play in the schoolyard,
then go home to eat and do his homework, and then he’d come back to the night center and play
basketball. He was tall for his age, but very thin and weak, so he shot from the outside and
played away from the basket.When Jackie was just starting out, the best players in the
schoolyard were Eddie Roman from City College, and Joe Kaufman, Miltie Greis, and Dolph
Schayes, all of whom played for NYU. But the star of the neighborhood was six-foot-three Joe
Green, who would later become one of Jackie’s accomplices. Joe was a tremendous athlete
who’d had tryouts with the New York Football Giants, the Yankees, and the Knicks. All of these
players were a few years older than Jackie, much bigger and more experienced, too, so he
would just watch them and learn and then go play with the fellows his own age.According to
Bobby Santini, Molinas didn’t have much of an impact in the schoolyard games. “Jack was a
funny-looking, gawky kid,” Santini said, “long and lanky and prancing up and down the court like
a newborn colt. His game was nothing special. Just long one-handed push shots from the
perimeter. Then all of a sudden he started growing. By the time he was fourteen, Jackie was six
feet four.”Basketball was another mystery for Louis and Betty. They could deal with minor
disobedience, with poor grades, with Jackie going out with the wrong girls. But basketball? It
was something from another planet. Basketball also put Jackie in touch with people his parents
could never hope to understand. One of these people was Joe Hacken.Pincus Hacken was a lay
rabbi in a small urban city in Austria-Hungary whose primary vocation was preparing young boys
to be bar mitzvahed. Sometime in the early 1930s, Pincus was fed up with pogroms and low
wages, so he decided to immigrate to America along with his wife, his son, and his daughter.
Unfortunately, when the Hackens were subjected to a routine health examination at Rikers
Island, the two women were discovered to have tuberculosis and were denied entry. Pincus and
his thirteen-year-old son, Solomon, moved in with a cousin in a spacious apartment on Crotona
Park North in the Bronx that boasted the great Jewish baseball player, Hank Greenberg, as a
neighbor. After a few months, father and son found a modest one-bedroom apartment on the
Lower East Side and set about to become productive American citizens.Eager to learn the hows
and whys of his newly adopted homeland, Solomon quickly Americanized his first name,
changing it to Joe. A poor student, Joe would nevertheless read his lessons aloud to himself
trying to eliminate his guttural accent. But he always felt that what he learned in the streets was



much more useful than what he learned in the classroom. His father, who conducted his own
affairs with well-mannered European gentility, frequently complained that Joe was hanging
around with a wild crowd. After graduating from Seward Park High School and finding only
menial employment, Joe carefully investigated his opportunities and dispassionately decided
that the easiest way to make the most money was to become a professional gambler.
Accordingly, Hacken weaseled his way into the trade and knew enough to bet on his first
crooked basketball game when he was eighteen years old.Because he always drove an old
battered car (the better to fool the coppers into thinking he was just an ordinary Joe), Hacken’s
nickname was Joe Jalop and he prided himself on always appearing to be totally inconspicuous.
That’s why he was perpetually in need of a shave, habitually wore a dark sport shirt and a
threadbare overcoat, and made it a point to carry four or five newspapers sloppily tucked under
an arm.Hacken first made his mark as a hanger-on in Blum’s Pool Hall on 188th Street and the
Grand Concourse, and soon had three runners working for him—Joe Green, Aaron Wagman,
and Neil Kelleher. An honest bookie, Hacken gained the respect and trust of such important
Mafiosi as Frankie Carbo and Blinky Palermo. Those who dealt with Joe Jalop lauded his sense
of humor, his loyalty, his ability to tell a good story, and his high seriousness. The bookie was a
stocky five foot eight with a pudgy face. It probably didn’t hurt him that his full head of dark brown
hair and dark, swarthy features easily convinced strangers that he was Italian. By the time
Molinas hooked up with him, Hacken had graduated from the pool hall and was conducting his
hot-line business from a candy store on 188th Street just off the Concourse. But his main office
was the first table on the left just past the entrance to Bickford’s.Novelist Avery Corman (The Old
Neighborhood and Kramer vs. Kramer) was also raised in the Fordham Road-Grand Concourse
vicinity. Although he was a half-generation younger than Molinas, Corman likewise whiled away
many youthful hours noshing on Bickford’s serviceable coffee, cakes, and pies. “When I was
growing up,” Corman said, “New York was a patchwork of neighborhoods that were just like small
towns, and each neighborhood had its own bookie. In those days, just about everybody in New
York knew a bookie, and knew a place like Bickford’s where the horseplayers, the wise guys, and
the gamblers hung out. Fordham Road was a working-class neighborhood where there was
always the notion of trying to get a leg up and somehow trying to make an extra buck. If you look
back at the first- and second-generation Americans in the working class, you’ll find a lot of horse
players, numbers players, and people looking for quick money, free money, that are always the
fantasies of the poor. It’s quite ironic that when the building that housed Bickford’s was torn down
in the 1970s, it was eventually replaced by an Off-Track Betting parlor.”In warm weather, the
action in Bickford’s would overflow onto the sidewalk, and Jackie couldn’t avoid being drawn into
it because he had to pass by Bickford’s on his way to and from Creston Junior High School.
Sometimes after seeing a movie he and his friends would stop at Bickford’s for a snack. And
every guy for miles around who was interested in making a bet on anything would be there.
“Even if you wanted to borrow money from a shylock, Bickford’s was the place,” Jack would say
later. Most of the conversation was about sports and betting. Who would win the next prizefight,



the next ball game. Who was the best at pitching pennies. Who was the best poker player. Who
could throw a Spaldeen farther than anybody else. Anything you could talk about, you could bet
on.There was nothing surreptitious or unsavory about betting. Sitting at a table adjacent to
Hacken might be the red-faced Irish cop on the beat, his jacket open, enjoying a cup of tea,
studiously oblivious as Hacken booked his bets. Payoffs to the local police were just one of the
necessary expenses for staying in business, as Louis Molinas also discovered.Everybody in the
neighborhood knew Joe Jalop. In fact, Hacken would build up his clientele by routinely picking
up the tab for youngsters as well as down-at-the-heels gamblers, and by accepting one-dollar
bets.One particular time, Molinas was on the Concourse and fooling around with a rubber
Spaldeen, trying to throw it as high as the roof of the Roman Gardens, which was a six-story
apartment building, when along came Joe Hacken. Joe told him to move right up close to the
building so that he was almost touching the wall and then throw the ball as high as he could. It
seemed like a miracle, but the winds swirling around the upper floors of the building created a
strong updraft and hurled the ball up and over the roof. Then Joe told him to throw the ball
against the wall and act real casual just like he’d been doing before Joe arrived. After a few
minutes someone that Joe knew happened to pass by, and after a lot of buildup, Joe bet the guy
fifty dollars that Jackie could throw the ball over the roof. Whoosh! And there it went. Out of his
winnings, Joe paid Jackie five dollars. For the rest of the day, Joe arranged bets on whether
Jackie could do the same trick standing with his back flat against the wall, or crouching first on
one knee, then two knees. Naturally, Joe won every bet and gave his newfound partner five
dollars off the top. When Jackie asked him how come he did all the work but only got five dollars
a pop, Joe told him this: “Always remember that the muscle does the work, but the mind makes
the money.” Jackie went home that day with twenty-five dollars in his pocket.When Jackie was
twelve years old he placed his first bet with Joe Jalop. His father gave him an allowance of five
dollars a week every Sunday and Jackie had saved up another three dollars so he could bet a
total of eight dollars on the Yankees game that afternoon. But Joe put him wise. He said the ball
game was pick-’em, which meant that he had to bet eleven dollars to win twenty-one. Then he
told Jack all about how the bookie got his cut, his vigorish, and he said that Jack didn’t have to
pay him the eleven dollars right away, that he only had to pay if the Yankees lost. Jack said okay.
All day long he wondered how he could come up with another three dollars in case the Yankees
lost, which they did. He wound up borrowing the money from a friend after promising to pay him
back four for three. When he went back to Joe to pay his debt, he was told to keep his money.
Joe told him he was too young to get involved with gambling, but stopped short of making Jack
promise not to gamble again. Jack figured Joe just wanted to see if he would come up with the
money if he lost. But Joe was a very shrewd man, and he was testing Jack’s character.Before
long, Joe was teaching Jackie all about odds and point spreads, a betting device that had been
developed after World War II and made gambling on football and basketball very appealing. Joe
taught him about the “lox and bagel,” which was also called “a split line.” Say the split line for a
basketball or a football game is 3-5. That means if you like the favorite, you have to give five



points, and if you like the underdog, you have to take three points. If the underdog wins by four,
it’s called a middle and the bookie beats everybody. Joe took Jackie under his wing and was
almost a second father to him.Hacken certainly had his own agenda for nurturing a relationship
with young Jackie Molinas. For years, Hacken had sponsored a powerhouse basketball team,
the Hacken All-Stars, made up of local high school cagers. The All-Stars were arguably the most
potent nonscholastic team in New York and regularly bested squads of collegiate players in
various tournaments and exhibition contests. The All-Stars also comprised a ready-made talent
pool of young players who might be inclined to join Hacken’s stable of dumpers once they
entered college. Hacken realized that someday Jackie would be good enough to be an All-Star,
and among the neighborhood aficionados was later given credit for anticipating that Molinas
would develop into an extraordinary basketball player.Spending the summers in Coney Island
did nothing to diminish Jackie’s increasing interest in gambling. The best basketball games in
the area were played at a playground in Kaiser Park on Neptune Avenue. In 1944, while Jackie
was growing into his game, the dominating player was a twenty-two-year-old, five-foot-ten inch
bully whose real name was Isaac Rosenman, but who was known as Cozzi because his
hunched shoulders suggested Quasimodo, the Hunchback of Notre Dame. Cozzi had attended
Lincoln High School but had not graduated, and he bragged that he’d played for two of
Brooklyn’s most outstanding barnstorming teams—the Visitations and the Jewels. When he
wasn’t hooping, Cozzi was a part-time pissant bookie in direct competition with the more
respectable Shlombo, who operated full-time from a table set on the sidewalk in front of a candy
store on West Twenty-ninth Street. Shlombo, in turn, answered to Mickey Goldstein, a high-
ranking member of the Joe Bananas family. In fact, all of the bookies in Coney Island were Jews
who worked for the mob.Fresh from his brief experience with Joe Hacken, Jackie was now
betting regularly—two or three dollars on a baseball game, a buck on which raindrop would run
down the window first, five dollars on whether or not the Dodgers-Giants game would be rained
out. Neil D. Isaacs, in his novel The Great Molinas, described the profound attraction that
gambling had for young Jackie:Here was a game of transcendent competition, in which
smartness could make you a winner. You invested a part of yourself, your stake, paying for the
privilege of using your wits (or testing your luck—in either case part of your human essence)
against the odds. If you were right (or lucky) you multiplied your stake and experienced an
exaltation of ego. You were potent, stronger than fate or wisdom, above inexorable forces of
nature and therefore—in a sense, for a moment—immortal. If you lost, you still had the
excitement of the action, never mind the nifty ways of externalizing any sense of inadequacy or
insecurity. There were things much worse than losing, like not playing.In a nutshell, to gamble
was to feel alive.Several months before his thirteenth birthday, Jackie began to study the
haftorah in preparation for his bar mitzvah and had to suffer through after-school lessons at the
Schiff Center on Valentine Avenue only two blocks away. The center was one of the most affluent
in New York, combining a synagogue, a full-time Hebrew school, a gymnasium, and a pool.
Jackie, naturally, would rather have been playing basketball in the schoolyard than memorizing



the dense Hebrew words.One day he did cut Hebrew school, but then had to figure out what to
do about the absentee postcard the teacher would inevitably send to his home. Louis would take
one look at the postcard and give Jackie the beating of his life. All the mailboxes for the tenants
of 2525 were on the building’s ground floor and were each secured by a small hinged copper-
plated door. Jackie’s solution to his predicament was to insert a flaming wooden match into one
of the decorative spaces in the door of his family’s mailbox. In a flash, the postcard, and all the
other mail, was destroyed. Jackie played dumb and Louis never suspected anything more than a
random act of vandalism. Jackie was delighted to have committed the perfect crime.His bar
mitzvah on March 23, 1945, was a gala event. But even though Jackie was now officially a man,
Louis forbade him to leave the apartment on May 8 while the rest of the country was celebrating
VE Day, which signaled the conclusion of the war in Europe. All of those screaming and joyously
tumultuous people running riot in the streets were seen by Louis as a nightmare come true—the
barbarians swarming and about to destroy everything he valued. It was a father’s duty to protect
his son from such a dangerous and undisciplined mob.At age thirteen, Jackie also officially
succumbed to the spell of “the devil’s teeth,” in Old World parlance, and was a regular at several
schoolyard crap games. His uncanny successes earned him another nickname, the Mole. Jackie
was unafraid to leave the neighborhood and test what he called “the luck of the Mole” in
unfamiliar surroundings. One such crap game regularly convened in the schoolyard at the Bronx
High School of Science. A lifelong friend and nongambler named Allan Stein was persuaded to
accompany Jackie to this game to provide extra protection in the likely event of heavy winnings.
The other players were in their late teens and they grumbled when Jackie walked away with
most of their money. Stein was appalled. “You’re only thirteen,” he told his buddy, “but it’s clear to
me that you’re either going to wind up a millionaire, or wind up in the electric chair.”Shortly
thereafter, when Louis accidentally came across a sock full of Jackie’s crapshooting winnings in
a dresser drawer, a few strokes of a leather belt brought a confession, but no tears. Afterward,
Louis delivered a stern lecture on the evils of gambling, and then donated the money to the
Sephardic Old Age Home in Coney Island.Harvey Persh was another of Jackie’s junior high
school chums. “In the seventh grade,” Persh said, “there were a group of five or six boys who
lived in the same neighborhood, were in the same classes, and played the same seasonal
sports, and my mother suggested that we form a club, which we did—the Bronx Panthers. Our
dues were ten cents a week and we used the money to buy blue jackets embroidered with gold
letters and a gold panther on the back. Jackie was asked to join our club in the eighth grade. In
addition to sports, we were very serious students and many of the Panthers went on to become
lawyers, doctors, dentists, and engineers. Even so, our primary meeting place was the
schoolyard where we played stickball, punchball, softball, and, of course, basketball. But since
Creston Junior High was an all-boys school, we also socialized with a group of girls from
Elizabeth Barrett Browning Junior High only a few blocks away. We’d all go to the movies
together and have little parties at one of the girls’ apartments, where we’d play Spin the Bottle.
We used to tease him for wearing black shoes and white socks. But Jackie was very outgoing



right from the start and was always the life of the party. He also called attention to himself by
being a risk taker. For example, he couldn’t pass a fire hydrant, no matter how high it was,
without trying to vault over it. The only gambling we ever did was to play penny-ante games of
poker, and Jackie always seemed to win. All of us remained lifelong friends.”In the spring of
1946, Jackie was fourteen and had sprouted to a height of six feet four inches. By now he was
playing basketball on a much higher level than his classmates. Bobby Santini, who would top out
at a sturdy six foot four was the only one of Jackie’s age group who could battle him on equal
terms. More and more, Joe Hacken would show up in the schoolyard just to watch Jackie play.
After one pickup game, Hacken handed Jackie a ten-dollar bill and told him to buy a new
basketball at Davega’s Sporting Goods Store over on Fordham Road. More and more, Hacken
would pick up the check when Jackie and his friends stopped by Bickford’s or enjoyed an ice
cream treat at Krum’s across the street. “Here, guys,” Hacken used to say as he snatched the
check. “This is on me.” While his buddies were totally impressed, Jackie would just shrug.
Hacken’s generosity was business as usual and nothing less than Jackie felt he deserved.And
the luck of the Mole still held. Jackie and one of the Panthers, Morty Friedman, went to see a
movie, The Locket, starring Lorraine Day, at the RKO Fordham. The come-on that day was that
every paying customer would be given a key and, after the movie, would be allowed to see if the
key opened any one of three small lockets. The first opened locket would be worth fifty dollars,
the second twenty-five dollars, and the third ten dollars. After the movie, however, both Jackie
and Morty were in a rush to go back home so they wouldn’t be late for dinner. When they were
halfway home, Jackie noticed that his key was slightly larger than Morty’s key, a difference that
had to be significant. “I’ve got to go back and try my key,” Jackie said, “because I know I’m a
winner.”“Jackie,” Morty protested. “We’ll be late for dinner and our fathers will kill us.”Trying to
convince his buddy to return to the theater, Jackie offered to split his winnings. But Morty
refused, saying, “No chance you’ll win.” Jackie, however, wasn’t the least bit surprised when his
key was a perfect fit and he won the fifty-dollar jackpot. “You should’ve stuck with me, Morty,”
Jackie said later. “It cost you twenty-five bucks. I’m telling you, Morty, never bet against Jackie
Molinas.”5The neighborhood high school was DeWitt Clinton, but Molinas’s aspirations always
transcended the expected and the mundane. With his father’s enthusiastic approval, Molinas’s
ambition was to gain admittance into the Bronx High School of Science, which (along with
Stuyvesant High School) was one of New York City’s most prestigious secondary schools.He
took the notoriously difficult competitive exam and scored very well. So he was all set for
Science, which was within walking distance from his house. Then he got a letter from Samuel
“Doc” Ellner, the varsity basketball coach at Stuyvesant. Molinas was thrilled that a famous high
school coach would think so highly of him as to send a personal letter. Ellner’s message was that
he’d heard Molinas was interested in playing basketball and that the coach wanted him to come
play for him. At the time, Stuyvesant and Science were on a par scholastically and the
competitive exam Molinas had taken actually served for both schools. According to their own
convenience, qualified students could opt to go to school in the Bronx or in downtown



Manhattan. Aside from the geography, the only difference was that Stuyvesant had a superior
athletic program. The letter turned the trick, so without even speaking to Ellner, Jack decided to
go to Stuyvesant.The school was located at Fifteenth Street and First Avenue, which meant a
forty-minute subway ride each way. On top of that, Stuyvesant had so many students that they
were forced to have a split session. Upperclassmen went to the morning session, which lasted
from nine to one. Underclassmen, like Molinas, went to school from one to five. Unfortunately,
basketball practice began at one o’clock and the ball games began at three, so that left him on
the outside looking in.Even though he couldn’t play varsity basketball, and even though he
intended to be a premed student when he went on to college, Molinas barely paid attention to
his class work. He did the minimum amount of required work, but that was good enough to get
A’s and B’s. His two best subjects were physics and chemistry.In the fall of 1946, while Molinas
was in his first year at Stuyvesant, the betting crowd at Bickford’s was still buzzing about a
college basketball gambling scandal that had been exposed in the newspapers the previous
spring. Frank Hogan was the Manhattan County district attorney and his office had been tapping
the telephone of a man who was suspected of receiving stolen goods. Quite by accident,
Hogan’s investigators discovered that the supposed fence was also involved in fixing college
basketball games. Surveillance was stepped up and the full plot was quickly uncovered. Five
members of the Brooklyn College basketball team were implicated along with several two-bit
“unconnected” gamblers. The players were expelled in disgrace. One of them was Dave Budin,
who was a sometime participant in the pickup games in Coney Island’s Kaiser Park.The city’s
lawmakers subsequently amended the bribery statutes to include gamblers who made bribe
offers to amateur sportsmen. And Hogan made a public announcement that amused the
Bickford’s sporting crowd: “This unfortunate betting scandal is an isolated incident.”Molinas said
later that “all the bettors in the neighborhood knew that college basketball games were still being
dumped. Joe Hacken used to give me inside information about games involving several colleges
—Kentucky, NYU, LIU, CCNY, Syracuse, St. John’s, and Niagara. He would never come out
point-blank and say that one particular team was dumping. He’d just say, ‘Watch this team
tonight. They’re gonna win.’ I’d say, ‘How do you know they’re gonna win?’ He’d say, ‘Don’t ask.
They’re just gonna win.’ I didn’t bet the games but I followed them very closely and I was
incredibly impressed by his predictions. During my first year at Stuyvesant, Joe gave me twenty
teams and every single one of them was a winner.”On November 11, 1946, Molinas
accompanied several of the Panthers to Madison Square Garden on his way to witness his first-
ever professional basketball game. As Molinas approached the main entrance, gamblers were
unabashedly trying to hustle up business. “Hey, kid,” they even asked him, “you want to make a
bet?” There were twenty-dollar bills being boldly brandished, and several shady-looking
characters loudly debated the appropriate point spread. As in Bickford’s, there was no concern
about anything illegal transpiring. Betting on basketball games was just another normal pregame
ritual.The Basketball Association of America (BAA) was one of the forerunners of the NBA, and
the contest that evening matched the New York Knickerbockers against the Chicago Stags.



Molinas sat in section 325 and was enthralled as the game unfolded. The speed and the size,
the skill and the savvy, the sheer physicality of the pro game was a revelation. Yes, he could
envision himself not only competing with these superlative athletes but dominating them. Max
Zaslofsky was high scorer for Chicago, but with Sonny Hertzberg leading the way, the
Knickerbockers emerged victorious. “I’ll be ready soon enough,” Molinas told his friends. “That’s
the game for me.”1Because Stuyvesant was such a long way from the Grand Concourse,
Molinas would sometimes take the subway out to Stillwell Avenue after classes and stay
overnight with one of his Coney Island buddies. In fact, with the notable exception of Bobby
Santini, most of Molinas’s closest friends lived in Brooklyn and attended Lincoln High School.
During Molinas’s in-season visits to Coney Island, he’d often seek out Cozzi and make informal
bets on the Stuyvesant basketball games—always on the Peglegs to win.Since his schedule of
classes prohibited Molinas from playing on the Stuyvesant basketball team, he was delighted
when, in March 1947, the Bronx Panthers signed up to participate in the junior division of the
Mirror-Park Tournament. This citywide single-elimination competition was cosponsored by a
newspaper, the Daily Mirror, and the New York Parks Department. That year, the tournament
attracted 1,288 teams and lasted two full months, with the finals scheduled for Madison Square
Garden.Molinas had his one-handed push shot, his drive to the basket, and he was beginning to
master what would become an unstoppable offensive weapon—a hook shot. (He was also
learning a scoop shot, which acted as a countermeasure to the hook. It was Tom Cobb, a six-
foot two-inch Creston schoolyard fixture, who taught Molinas the scoop.) In the meantime, the
best player on the Bronx Panthers was Norman Tauber, who, at six four, was just as tall as, but
much stronger than, Molinas. Tauber’s greatest advantage was his jump shot, which was a rare
sight in those days. “Opponents would see Norman shooting his jump shot,” Morty Friedman
recalled, “and they’d say, ‘What is this? Is it walking, or what?’ And Norman was unstoppable
because nobody knew how to defend him.”Tauber is himself convinced that his own jump-
shooting prowess greatly accelerated the development of Molinas’s skills. “Our coach was
Whitey Strauss,” Tauber said, “and he put me at center and made Jack a forward because I was
a more rugged and more mature player. One of the reasons Jack become such a fine, versatile
basketball player is that in those formative years he learned the game as a little man and not as
a center with his back to the basket.”The Panthers won the Bronx championship, and defeated
interborough teams from Manhattan and Richmond, before narrowly defeating a Brooklyn squad
(led by Solly Walker, who would go on to be a star at St. John’s) in the city-wide championship
game at Madison Square Garden.“The Garden”—then as now, the Mecca of basketball. Molinas
promised his teammates, and promised himself, that someday he’d return to the Garden as a
pro and have the whole city eating out of his hand.On the heels of their success with the
Panthers, Tauber, Arnie Stein, and Molinas were asked to play in several local tournaments with
the Ravens, a team of players who were one and two years older. Basketball had consumed
Molinas’s life and the more he played the more he wanted to play. At the same time, he was
increasingly capable of playing up to the competition. Everything seemed to come so effortlessly



and so gracefully to him. Like throwing a Spaldeen over a roof, like getting A’s without cracking a
book, like outsmarting everybody including his father. Playing basketball was a snap.“We’d play
an early game with the Panthers at the Creston Night Center,” Stein said, “then we’d put our
pants on over our uniforms and take a cab over to where the Ravens were playing. It was a wildly
exciting time for us, and we could see Jackie getting better game by game.” With the former
Panthers making crucial contributions, the Ravens won a big-time tournament played in PS 70
on 170th Street in the East Bronx.Throughout the summer of 1947 Molinas continued to hone
both his basketball and his gambling skills back in Coney Island. By now Molinas was working
the street counter at the Eagle, washing the dishes, and swabbing the floors. And there was
Louis, wearing a necktie even when the temperature reached a hundred degrees. His son was
such a hard worker that Louis readily rewarded him with lengthy periods of free time in the off-
peak daylight hours so that Jackie could play ball.As the participants advanced into their mid-
teens, the games at Kaiser Park became more accomplished and much more physical. “Mostly
we played three-on-three half-court games,” Bernie Reiner said. “Disputed calls were decided by
‘choosing,’ where two opposing players called ‘odds’ or ‘evens’ and then at the count of three
extended one or two fingers. Add up the extended fingers to get an odd or even number. It was
largely guesswork, but there was also a semblance of psyching-out involved. Neil Isaacs, in his
book The Great Molinas, quotes Reiner further:[Jackie] had extremely long hands, could palm a
basketball by the age of fourteen, and he was the most proficient in the park at manipulating
fingers at choosing, so that his team would always get the ball out after every call. This often
infuriated Cozzi and occasioned a number of fistfights between them. Cozzi was several years
older and had everyone else intimidated, but Jackie would say, “He can’t do anything to
me.”Jackie had other memorable battles on that court. He dueled in basketball with Bobby
Sassone, probably the only Catholic in the park, who went on to a fine career at St.
Bonaventure… Then there were two kids I coached on a Recreation League team: Mark Reiner,
a distant cousin who now coaches the Brooklyn College team, and Louie Gossett, the only
resident black on our courts, who went from the park to NYU but is better known now as an
actor.In addition to wagering on basketball and baseball games, Molinas was still eager to place
a bet on any and all disputable situations: who could throw a Spaldeen farthest, who could run
backward fastest, could Jackie outrun a bus (no), could he shuck an oyster faster than someone
could eat it (yes). Molinas’s favorite game was to flip a quarter into the air, then step on it as soon
as it hit the sidewalk. The opponent would then guess heads or tails, and either collect the coin
in question or pay up. Molinas would always boast about his winnings, but whenever he lost a
bet to Cozzi, the two would play basketball one-on-one for double-or-nothing and Jackie would
usually win. Molinas was always a gracious loser, but every time he’d score, he’d taunt Cozzi,
saying, “You can’t stop me.” Win or lose, Molinas was always so jovial and carefree that not even
Cozzi could hold a grudge for long.Back at Stuyvesant to begin his junior year in September
1947, Molinas initiated a friendship with Paul “Whitey” Brandt that was destined to endure for the
rest of his life. “We were in an English class together,” Brandt said, “and our teacher was trying to



peddle a book of quotations that he had compiled. The teacher wanted each student in the class
to buy the book for a buck. After class, Jackie came over to me and said that he knew of a store
where he could buy the book for fifty cents. That was the first thing Jackie ever said to me and,
typically, it revealed a slightly different point of view than anyone else had. Otherwise, Jackie
seemed fun-loving and bright and perfectly normal.”Finally, as an upperclassman, Molinas had
the opportunity to play high school basketball beginning in January. Stuyvesant’s starting team
consisted of junior guard Sal Mannino, and a quartet of fifteen-year-olds, Molinas, Brandt, Joe
Caiati, and Stew Johnson, who usually played the whole game without substitutions and were
nicknamed the Whiz Kids. Molinas quickly emerged as the team’s third-leading scorer (behind
Mannino and Caiati), averaging 12.7 points per game (ppg).During the regular season, the
Stuyvesant Peglegs finished second to Seward Park High School in Manhattan’s Division I, and
on March 4, 1948, they upset Franklin K. Lane High School at Madison Square Garden in the
opening round of New York’s highly regarded Public School Athletic League postseason
tournament. Coach Doc Ellner’s artful strategy stymied Lane’s running game with an extended
zone defense. Newspaper accounts reported that in addition to tallying a team-high fifteen
points, Molinas “played the best game of his life” and “maneuvered beautifully under the boards.”
On March 13, despite twenty-three points by “the lanky” Molinas, Stuyvesant lost to Port
Richmond, 45-40, in the PSAL’s quarterfinal round before “ten thousand uproarious fans in the
Garden.”A few weeks later, the World-Telegram published its “All-City PSAL Court Picks.” Listed
among the First, Second, and Third Teams were several notable players including Connie Schaff
(who would later be involved in a point-shaving scandal at NYU), and five future CCNY point-
shavers—Eddie Warner, Ed Roman, Herb Cohen, Al “Fatty” Roth, and Floyd Layne. Both
Molinas and Mannino were named in the Honorable Mention category. At season’s end, experts
were already installing Stuyvesant as the favorite to capture next year’s PSAL title, and Molinas
was being touted as a future college All-American.Not only was Molinas a great ballplayer and a
good-time friend, but his sharp wits always kept him one step ahead of everyone else. Many of
the players at Kaiser Park knew that Molinas had been betting on Stuyvesant games as an
underclassman. They also knew that in Molinas’s junior year, Cozzi or Shlombo would devise a
point spread and Molinas would routinely bet against his own team. “He wasn’t dumping any
games,” said Bernie Reiner. “However, he’d think nothing of blowing a strategic layup or throwing
the ball away so that Stuyvesant would still win but would finish under the spread.” Other Kaiser
Park regulars swore that Molinas never bet on, or fixed, any high school games.Molinas was
both the muscle and the mind, and making more money than he could safely spend.NOTE1 The
Great Molinas, p.53, Isaacs interview with Bernie Reiner.6Concurrent with his junior season at
Stuyvesant, the fifteen-year-old Molinas was finally recruited to play on the Hacken All-Stars.
Except for Joe Green, who was in his twenties, and Bobby Santini, the other All-Stars were from
two to five years older than Molinas. They included Howie and Arnie Stein (who were not
related), Lester Pape, and Eddie DeLeo. “We had fancy black uniforms and jackets trimmed and
lettered in red,” Arnie Stein recalled, “and we’d play against, and beat, the best amateur teams in



the city. Hacken used to give us cabfare to and from the games, and then if he didn’t personally
take us out to eat afterward, he’d give us each ten or twenty bucks to buy our own post-game
meals. We used to practice at City College because Bobby Sand was the assistant coach there
and he was always trying to recruit the younger players. Sometimes we’d practice at NYU
because Coach Howard Cann also wanted a shot at us.”In addition to booking bets on specific
ball games in various sports, Hacken also distributed to his clientele weekly betting tickets for
college football games. “Each ticket had about thirty of the top college games to be played that
weekend,” Stein said, “and the bettor would pick a minimum of four of those games and bet at
least a dollar that all his teams would be winners. One loser would make the entire ticket a loser.
We’d sell them to our friends and our classmates, and get a fifty percent kickback for every ticket
we sold.”Betty Molinas approved of Jackie’s involvement in sports, and since he wasn’t yet
interested in girls, she saw the games as acceptable outlets for his adolescent energies. On the
other hand, while Louis offered no specific objections, he wasn’t at all happy about his elder
son’s obsession with basketball.By the spring of 1948, Louis had been informed by several of his
friends exactly who Joe Hacken was and what was really on the menu at Bickford’s. The All-
Stars had reached the championship game in a tournament that was played in a YMCA
downtown on Delancey Street. The game was so important that Hacken had recruited Ed
Roman to play with the team. But when the fellows came to pick Molinas up, his father wouldn’t
let him out of the house. Louis told his son that Joe Hacken was a bum and a bad influence. He
also said that the people who hung around Bickford’s were a bunch of no-good gamblers. He did
not want his son on a team that either used Hacken’s name or was in any way affiliated with him.
Jack pleaded that this was a championship game and that a lot of people from the neighborhood
would be coming down to watch the team play, but Louis wouldn’t budge.Molinas was
humiliated. Daddy didn’t let his little boy go out and play. “The hurt went very deep,” Julie said,
“and all it did was push my brother further into Hacken’s arms. Hacken was a substitute father
who, unlike my brother’s real father, let Jackie do exactly what he wanted. It was a situation my
brother couldn’t resist.”Molinas was determined never to let anything like this happen again. In
the future, he gave his All-Stars uniform for Bobby Santini to keep and he would lie to his father
whenever there was a game. Louis liked the Panthers because they were all nice hamishe
Jewish boys from good families. So whenever Jack wanted to play with the All-Stars, he told his
father he was going to play with the Panthers. It was the first time Jack ever told his father a
direct lie.Back in Coney Island for the summer, Molinas’s circle of bookie acquaintances grew
larger. The likes of Izzy the Bug, Frankie the Wop, and Looie the Greek boasted that they hadn’t
worked a “real” job since Pearl Harbor. Molinas also became friendly with Shpitz the Galitz, a
harmless low-life racketeer, and his black sidekick, Pork Chop. These two earned their living by
periodically enlisting for cross-Atlantic shifts on merchant marine ships, and then fleecing the
rubes with loaded dice. The two con men were also instrumental in paying off the Coney Island
cops so that a dice game could convene undisturbed on the handball courts till well past
midnight. At every turn, Molinas seemed to be learning the same lessons. Suckers and their



money deserved to be parted, and a little grease smeared on the right hands went a long way.At
Kaiser Park, the basketball games continued as before, and so did the betting. One particular
game matched Hyman Silverglad and Rudy Reiner (who later evolved into a solid
backcourtsman for the Newark College of Engineering) against Jackie and Julie, who was just
short of his twelfth birthday. The gimmick was that the brothers Molinas would put up twenty
dollars to their opponents’ one dollar, but instead of playing a straight two-on-two game to
twenty points, Jackie would pay if any shot taken by either Silverglad or Reiner so much as hit
the rim. The final score was twenty to nothing and the Molinas boys earned fifty cents each. The
real thrill came from being able to dominate an opponent to the point of humiliation. What could
be better than the priceless insult or the scornful laugh?Molinas was afraid to stash his serious
winnings anywhere in his apartment, because Betty cleaned every room every day and was
bound to discover it. That’s when Molinas developed the habit of carrying large amounts of cash
in his wallet. His load was lightened, however, when he lost another bet with Silverglad
concerning how many Saltines Silverglad could eat. Otherwise Molinas would race buses in his
loafers down Surf Avenue (and usually win) and bet twenty dollars a shot on baseball games
(and usually lose). Molinas was a virginal sixteen, and the summer was also marked by his first
interest in girls, a brief, hands-off flirtation with Gwendolyn Davis.The Peglegs began the
1948-49 season with five consecutive wins before bowing to Metropolitan Vocational and their
six-foot-eleven dreadnought center, Ray Felix, 53-48. After eight games, Stuyvesant was 6-2,
and Molinas was scoring at an 11.6 clip, only a few digits behind Mannino. At that point, Doc
Ellner moved Molinas into the low post and the youngster’s game suddenly flourished. By
midseason, Molinas was routinely scoring twenty or more points and was acclaimed as one of
the leading centers in the city. A return match against Metropolitan Vocational saw Felix scoring
thirty-five points, Molinas fouling out early in the second half, and Stuyvesant losing 49-46. The
boys back in Coney Island speculated that Molinas was in the bag.To Molinas, playing in a
rigged ball game was more exhilarating than playing it straight. He had to be mindful of the
score, the game clock, the point spread, and even the substitutions. Every sequence called for a
quick decision. Should he make or miss his next free throw? Should he play all-out on defense
and risk a foul? Was it time to kick a pass out of bounds, or get called for a three-second
violation? Or should he go on a scoring binge to make his own statistics respectable? If he let
Stuyvesant get too far ahead too early in the game, Ellner would empty the bench and Molinas
would lose control of the outcome. Molinas loved the idea of playing so many secret games at
the same time.Sal Mannino and Paul Brandt were both January graduates, but Molinas became
a one-man gang as the PSAL tournament got under way before five thousand “frenzied fans” at
Madison Square Garden. Stuyvesant was the decided underdog in the opening game against
Commerce High School, but pulled out a stunning 55-48 victory that wasn’t resolved until the
end of a three-minute overtime period. With his twenty-seven points, Molinas was the Peglegs’
hero, thoroughly outplaying Charlie Whitman, Commerce’s heralded six-foot-eight center,
holding him scoreless in the first half and limiting him to a mere six points.On March 12,



Stuyvesant once again took on Ray Felix and his Metropolitan playmates, but this time the
Peglegs prevailed, 53-48. The outsized Felix managed thirty-one points, but Molinas scored
twenty points and controlled the boards.Next up was a semifinal contest versus Taft High
School, whose center, Shelley Thomas, was another veteran of the Creston schoolyard.
Stuyvesant cruised to an easy win, 58-43, and Molinas was unstoppable. Molinas had already
totaled thirty-five points late in the fourth quarter when Taft called a time-out. The public address
announcer gleefully informed the crowd that Molinas had equaled the record for most points
scored in a PSAL playoff game. Naturally, Molinas wanted the record all to himself—so he sidled
up to Thomas as the players lined up to resume the game and asked if he’d heard the
announcement. Thomas may not have been a very accomplished player, but he always knew
the score. “Sure,” Thomas said, “and you really ought to have the record. Tell you what, Jackie,
next time you get the ball, make a good fake and I’ll let you dribble past me. Just don’t make me
look bad.” Molinas’s record-breaking scoop shot rolled around the rim and into the basket just
before the buzzer signaled the end of the game.The New York Daily News referred to the
Stuyvesant team as “Molinas and Co.” and raved about Molinas’s performance:He has an eye,
height, generalship and more than a passing acquaintance with the baskets. He scored two
shots from 35 feet out, which is sharpshooting of a kind that makes men successful. Somebody
should order a saliva test for Molinas. Or, maybe, his wires should be tapped.Molinas’s wires
wouldn’t be officially tapped, however, for another four years.Meanwhile, New York’s basketball
fans were feverishly anticipating the PSAL title game in the Garden on March 19, which would pit
the Peglegs against Lincoln High School. The “Honest Abes” were big, strong, deep, quick
enough to run with Stuyvesant, and under the auspices of Coach Venty Leib, they also played
inspired defense. Lincoln had won seventy-one consecutive games in regular-season PSAL
competition only to succumb in the championship games in 1947 (to DeWitt Clinton) and 1948
(to Erasmus Hall). Stuyvesant’s edge was the quickness and scintillating talents of Jack Molinas.
Most sportswriters gave the advantage to Lincoln.However, over the course of several summers
at Kaiser Park, Molinas had competed against all of the Lincoln players and completely
overwhelmed them—Bobby Sassone, Sid Youngelman, and especially the Honest Abes’ center,
Mark Solomon. That’s why, in Coney Island, Shlombo established Stuyvesant as solid two-and-a-
half-point favorites.“Jackie didn’t need the money,” said a Kaiser Park regular. “He was the
wealthiest guy in the park. But he was obsessed with gambling and with doing everything in the
most devious way possible. So, Jackie approached Shlombo and arranged to dump the game
for eight hundred dollars. And Jackie bragged about it beforehand. ‘Bet on Lincoln and take the
points,’ Jackie told everybody in the park. ‘I’m throwing the game. Guaranteed.’ And that’s exactly
what he did.”According to another Kaiser Park veteran, Marvin Weisman, Molinas never said a
word about fixing the Lincoln game. “As far as I’m concerned,” said Weisman, “there’s no doubt
that Jack played the game to the best of his abilities. Any other opinion is revisionist history
unduly influenced by what happened to Jack later in his basketball career.” Julie agreed: “The
only time I ever saw my brother cry was after the Lincoln game.”Nevertheless, under normal



conditions, Molinas could have manhandled Solomon and torched him for at least thirty points.
But Molinas played soft and small and weak. Doc Ellner screamed at Molinas throughout the
game, “Low post, Jackie. Low post.” But when his teammates passed the ball into him, Molinas
just passed it back out to a guard.1The game was tight from tip to buzzer, and Stuyvesant led by
six at the end of the third quarter. But Lincoln regrouped, and with fifty-eight seconds remaining
in the game, the 215-pound six-foot-three Youngelman lofted in a long two-handed set shot that
gave Lincoln the lead, 41-40. Only eight seconds later, Molinas was fouled and his free throw
that might have tied the game missed badly. The game ended with Arty Menaker, Stuyvesant’s
five-foot-three guard, in possession of the ball in the backcourt and being swarmed by three
Lincoln players. Even as Doc Ellner screamed bloody murder at the two officials to call a foul, the
final buzzer sounded with Lincoln winning, 41-40. Molinas, who had previously averaged twenty-
eight points in the PSAL tourney, finished the championship game with only twelve.Afterward,
Ellner complained that his team had been robbed: “I never saw a worse job of officiating in my
life. It was disgusting.”Despite his meager efforts in the title game, Molinas was awarded a
miniature gold basketball by the Journal-American at a festive dinner in the Hotel New Yorker to
symbolize his election to the First All-City Team. The award itself was a toy, a trinket that
belonged on a charm bracelet, but Molinas added it to his growing collection. What Molinas was
after, what he thought he deserved, was a trophy, all gleaming and gold-plated, the bigger the
better. Such a trophy would be tangible evidence that Molinas himself was made of gold, and
that he could fool all of the people all of the time.NOTE1 The Great Molinas, pp. 44, 55.7The
basketball scouts were everywhere, eyeballing ball games, interviewing coaches, and spreading
the word that Jack Molinas was the best high school hooper in the country. He received about
seventy-five scholarship offers, which was a great deal back in those days. When the University
of Kentucky found out that Eastern Kentucky offered him fifty dollars a week, a Kentucky
assistant offered a hundred. Michigan also offered a hundred a week. Almost every school
offered him a car and a set of new clothes. There were no NCAA rules restricting either the
college coaches from making repeated home visits, or high school seniors from making
recruiting visits to colleges, so Jack visited Eastern Kentucky and Muhlenberg. Because
Stuyvesant was an honors school, his eighty-five class average was adjusted upward ten points.
Ivy League schools were after him, too. Of course, none of the Ivy League schools offered
anything under the table, nor were basketball scholarships available. He visited Yale and Cornell,
but Princeton, Brown, and Pennsylvania also made big-time pitches.Even the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point tried to enlist Molinas’s talents. Jack got special permission from
Stuyvesant’s principal to take a week off from school and go up to West Point to live the life of a
plebe, but he wasn’t crazy about all the regimentation.Louis was in favor of accepting West
Point’s offer, feeling that Jackie needed more discipline. The West Point athletic department,
however, could certainly read Molinas’s dissatisfaction with their program and they found an
easy way to retract their offer. The whole family was shocked when they received word from
West Point that Jackie had failed the physical exam because of an enlarged heart. Louis and



Betty had horrific visions of Jackie spending the rest of his life in a wheelchair, and they
immediately took him to a cardiologist. The doctor reassured everybody that most athletes’
hearts are enlarged as a matter of course and that Jackie was “as healthy as a horse.”At this
point, Lou Rossini made a visit to 2525 Grand Concourse on behalf of Columbia University.
Rossini had been the freshman coach at St. John’s and had recently moved to Columbia to
become Gordon Riddings’s assistant. In lieu of an athletic scholarship, Rossini could arrange for
Molinas to be awarded a physics and chemistry scholarship from the Charles Hayden
Foundation, which would pay the full freight for three years. As a further inducement, Rossini
offered to extend academic scholarships for three of Molinas’s Stuyvesant teammates—Stan
Maratos, Paul Brandt, and Mike Langol.Louis was elated with Columbia’s offer, but Jackie
favored Michigan, for the money, the car, and the twelve hundred miles that separated Ann Arbor
from the Bronx. And Jackie was not happy with the fact that at Columbia he’d have to pay his
own way in his senior year. Even if he decided to transfer from Columbia after his junior season,
he’d lose a year of eligibility. But Louis insisted, and Jackie reluctantly conceded.Consider Jack
Molinas at seventeen years old—prince of the playground, on his way to becoming first an All-
American and then an NBA All-Star. And, with his long, triangular-shaped face, his pouting lower
lip that framed a radiant, infectious smile, his sturdy Romanesque nose, his cordial brown eyes,
and his neatly clipped shock of black hair, Jack was also heartthrob handsome. What did the
future promise him? Riches, fame, eternal bliss. The intelligence to leverage all the secret
wheels of power. What did he have to worry about? Nothing.During the summer of 1949,
Molinas grew to his adult height of six feet six and also became addicted to Cuban cigars. To
celebrate his independence, Molinas wanted to leave the running of the Eagle Bar to Louis and
Julie and spend July and August playing basketball in the Catskills.In the early 1930s, the owner
of a Catskill resort learned that several members of the recreation staff were college basketball
players from New York. The players periodically organized their own games to stay in shape, and
the owner, quick to see the possibility of an added attraction, let the guests watch them play. The
idea caught on, and within a few years virtually all of the area’s two hundred hotels were fielding
a liveried basketball team. Ballplayers from all over the country jumped at the chance to earn
some extra money, have a good time, and play some very competitive ball.In any given summer,
there were perhaps five hundred varsity basketball players employed in the Catskills. Each resort
team usually played two games per week and practiced every day. There were no actual
leagues, no standings, and no winner at the end of the season. But basketball games featuring
the likes of Bob Cousy, Alex Groza, and George Mikan provided wonderful entertainment on a
summer’s evening.Most often, the resort teams played each other, but sometimes all-star teams
were imported to spice up the action. Johnny Bach was an All-American at Fordham and a
defensive ace for the Boston Celtics. “Even when I was playing in the NBA, we’d go up to
someplace like the Shawanga Lodge for a weekend of basketball,” Bach said, “and they’d take
great care of us. Great food, top-flight rooms, plus we’d get paid maybe a hundred and fifty
bucks to boot. And the games were sensational.”Occasionally, Molinas, Brandt, and Maratos



would pick up two neighborhood flunkies, drive upstate, and play one of the hotel teams for two
hundred dollars, winner take all. Whatever the competition, Molinas and crew would invariably
win, throw ten bucks each to the flunkies, and split the rest. But when Molinas expressed his
desire to spend the entire summer playing basketball in the “Jewish Alps,” Louis refused to give
his permission. By now, Jackie was the Eagle’s primary bartender and could not be spared.
Betty pleaded her son’s case. There were threats, rages, and dire predictions, but Louis never
wavered. So once again, Jackie hooped and wagered away another summer in Coney
Island.Entering Columbia in the fall, Molinas found too many of his fellow students to be snobby,
carelessly wealthy, and vaguely anti-Semitic. He was also amused to see the burning on-
campus issues that regularly blazed across the editorial pages of the Columbia Daily Spectator.
Four-eyed eggheads preening in print and trying to impress one another. College life was a
joke.For Molinas, the pompous in-house politics, the various branches of academe, even the
shady glens, cobblestoned walks, bell towers, and abounding flying buttresses were only
backdrops to the real business at hand—basketball.Columbia had quite an extensive basketball
program, including a freshman team, a freshman “B” team, a junior varsity, and a varsity team. In
1949, freshmen were ineligible for varsity competition—the idea being to allow new students to
more easily make the academic transition from high school to college. In the same spirit, the
frosh team’s schedule was limited to just thirteen games, including an exhibition against the
Halloran Hospital Wheelchair team. Molinas was elected captain of the freshman squad and
was expected to be the star.Molinas would often enliven the frosh practice sessions with his
constant scheming. Like the time he was walking along 116th Street on his way to the gym when
a car pulled up beside him. The driver was selling what he advertised as authentic cashmere
sweaters made in India, and showing Molinas the labels, he convinced him to buy a dozen for
five dollars each. Molinas then bolted into the gym and tried to sell the cashmere sweaters to his
teammates for ten dollars. There were no takers, and when Whitey Brandt tore the label off one
of the sweaters it was discovered that the cashmeres had, in fact, been made in Formosa. The
con man had been conned.The four best players on the frosh team had all played together at
Stuyvesant—Molinas, Stan Maratos, Whitey Brandt, and Mike Langol. They were disdainful of
most of the other players, and the four of them formed something of a clique. There were a
couple of other outstanding players and together they were a very good team. Whenever they
scrimmaged the varsity, they usually clobbered them. The only trouble with the team was the
coach, Dave Furman, who didn’t like the way the Stuyvesant guys hung together.The “young
Lions” opened the season by trouncing the Rutgers frosh team, 66-48. Molinas tallied thirteen
points to lead both teams. Next up was a 67-52 triumph over Yale in which Molinas played with
the Lions’ second unit and scored twelve points, most of them coming in a second quarter surge
that blew the game open. Even though Molinas sat out the initial eight minutes of a game at
Fordham, he scored twenty-two in another Columbia rout. Molinas’s twenty markers impelled the
Lions to their fourth straight win, a 55-49 decision over St. Benedict High School.But Molinas
was also scoring off the court. Several of the frosh players were celebrating at a Tau Epsilon Pi



smoker when their timbers were collectively shivered by the mere presence of a young Barnard
student of exceptional beauty named Peggy Eisenhower. Paul Brandt immediately found a pay
phone and called Molinas at home, saying, “Jackie, you’ve got to come over right now. There’s a
girl here who’s so pretty that all the guys are afraid to speak to her. Jackie, she’s waiting for you.”
Never one to shun a challenge, Molinas took a cab over to the fraternity house and indeed
spoke to, and danced with, the lovely damsel from Reading, Pennsylvania. It was the start of a
torrid romance that would last for five years.Molinas was madly in love with Peggy—she was
lovely, intelligent, and had a soft vulnerability that he couldn’t resist. Peggy was the last jewel in
his crown, and at one point he wanted to marry her. But Peggy was a gentile, and Louis not only
forbade the marriage but commanded Jack never to see the girl again. There were furious
arguments in which Jack’s only viable threat was to elope. “Peggy was the love of my brother’s
life,” Julie said, “but he didn’t have the courage to marry her in the face of our father’s opposition.
I don’t think Jack ever recovered from the whole situation. I’m convinced Jack’s heartache over
Peggy was the reason why he never did marry.”On February 10, 1950, the Lions had a close call
against lightly regarded Horace Mann and actually trailed by sixteen points at halftime. Still not in
the starting lineup, Molinas nevertheless scored twenty-five points and easily imposed his will on
the ball game. His clutch left-handed hook tied the score with two seconds left in the fourth
quarter to send the game into overtime, where Columbia finally prevailed 67-64.Sometimes the
disappointing level of the competition bored Molinas. The ball games themselves usually
attracted only a few dozen fans, most of them related to the ballplayers. Worse, New York’s
newspapers published point spreads for only the varsity games. Molinas was trapped in
Dullsville, U.S.A.Joe Jalop, of course, was too slick to try and rig a mere freshman game. And
back in Coney Island, both Cozzi and Shlombo were always careful not to leak privileged
information about crooked ball games. Their aim was to limit one-sided betting and thereby keep
the point spread under control. Even so, there were speculative rumors around Kaiser Park that
Molinas had tanked “a couple of ball games” as a frosh.On Saturday, February 18, the frosh
were scheduled for a game at Princeton and the bus was to leave from in front of University Hall
at twelve forty-five. Molinas had a chemistry lab class that ran from ten to twelve-fifty, and he
rushed through his assigned experiment so he wouldn’t miss the bus. In fact, Molinas arrived at
University Hall at twelve-forty, but since he hadn’t eaten since his eight o’clock breakfast and
wouldn’t have a chance to eat again until after the game (at about six o’clock), he informed
Maratos, Brandt, and Langol that he was dashing over to a nearby deli to get a sandwich. The
bus departed just as Molinas was returning.Stan, Paul, and Mike had told Furman where Jack
was, and if he’d waited another thirty seconds everything would have been fine. It seems Furman
wanted to show Molinas up. Naturally they lost the game. Afterward, there was a big hassle at
the school.Editorials in the Spectator unequivocally defended Furman’s action:Molinas never
told Coach Dave Furman personally that he was going to get a sandwich. A manager who
missed the same bus went down to Princeton by train. In the past, Columbia athletes, such as
Gene Rossides and Leon Van Bellingham, who have missed buses have caught up with their



respective teams by other means of transportation…. Molinas better show some hustle on the
court, as well as in making the next bus.Maratos, Brandt, and Langol wrote a letter to the
Spectator (identifying themselves as “three of the four horsemen”) to defend Molinas. “We have
known Jack for quite some time including two seasons at Stuyvesant High School where last
year he led us to the city finals. He has never let us down, not even for a moment, when we
needed him most.” And it was Brandt who convinced Molinas to remain at Columbia.Still
pouting, Molinas had inferior games as the Lions lost to Army, then beat Regis High School and
Cheshire Academy. However, for the last game of the season (against Carteret Prep on March
8), Molinas held nothing back and scored twenty-eight in a closely contested 70-63 win. The
frosh concluded their season with a record of 9-3 (not including a loss against the wheelchair
team), and Molinas was the leading scorer at 16.6 ppg, and the team’s second leading assist
maker (2.0).The varsity team had finished with an impressive record of 22-7, good for second
place in the Ivy League. Its high scoring guard, John Azary, would be returning, but three other
starters were graduating in June. When Molinas appraised the varsity’s prospects for next
season, he expected to be nothing less than the team’s savior. However, the only public
prediction that Coach Thurman would venture was that “Molinas has a fine chance to win a
varsity berth.”Two weeks later, Molinas was back in action with the Hacken All-Stars. Their
opponents were the CCNY varsity, a team that had recently astounded Sports America by
winning two postseason titles, the NCAA and the even more prestigious National Invitational
Tournament. Led by Ed Roman, Floyd Layne, Al Roth, Irwin Dambrot, Ed Warner and Norm
Mager, the “Double Championship” City College squad was clearly the best undergraduate team
in the country. The All-Stars were comprised mostly of inexperienced seventeen- and eighteen-
year-olds, including two college freshmen (Molinas and Bobby Santini) and one sophomore
(Danny Lyons from Fordham). Their most veteran player was twenty-eight-year-old “Jumping
Joe” Green, a Creston schoolyard Hall-of-Famer.The game was played at Taft High School in the
Bronx to raise money for cancer research. “Joe Jalop was nominally the coach,” Santini said, “but
Jack and I made most of the important decisions. Anyway, it was a ferocious ball game and Jack
was outstanding. We lost 77-76 to the best college team in America. Not only that, but Jack was
clearly the best player on the court.” The All-Stars also competed (and won) several classy
tournaments, including the annual Don Bosco Tournament held in Haverstraw, New York.
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Jim Lester, “Interesting story, great main character. Talk about a non-fiction book that reads like a
novel. THE WIZARD OF ODDS has all the elements of a first rate piece of fiction--comedy,
tragedy, a story arch, the triumph of justice and most of all a fascinating main character.Jack
Molinas had it all. He was tall, rock-star handsome and possessed a genius I.Q. And he had the
basketball skills to make it to the NBA. Yet, as Charley Rosen's tale unfolds, Molinas had a tragic
flaw that eventually cost him his job with the Fort Wayne Pistons, placed him at the highest level
of scuzzy gamblers who corrupted college basketball in the early 1960s, earned him a prison
stretch and eventually cost him his life.Rosen's story unfolds on several levels but at its heart,
THE WIZARD OF ODDS is about how the American subculture of gambling corrupted one of
our nation's favorite sports.The author's narrative style is highly readable with a minimum of
moralistic preaching. Rosen lets Molinas' story speak for itself. I would highly recommend THE
WIZARD OF ODDS to anyone interested in the history of college basketball or anyone who
would just like to read about one of the most intriguing figures in sports or any other field.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great story about basketball's most Runyonesque character. Sometimes
you wonder if he was a real person or a figure straight out of a Damon Runyon story. Jack
Molinas was as gifted as he was flawed, with a brilliant mind and outstanding physical abilities
undermined by a brilliantly corrupt and outstandingly amoral soul. His effect on college
basketball was ruinous and it took him one year to get drummed out of the NBA in the latter
stages of a "Rookie of the Year" worthy season, sending him into a lifetime of scheming, prison
stints, broken promises and ultimately an early violent death that you could see coming.There
are reviewers here questioning the veracity of Rosen's story and while I'm in no position to
confirm or challenge them, I have to recognize them. A twisted character like Molinas, to whom
truth was but a vapor, would be harder to pin down than nailing jello to a wall so I would advise
readers that the truth will never be known. Having said that, Charley tells a great tale and
maintains a guarded respect for his subject, resulting in a great bio for perhaps the most
shadowy figure in basketball history. I do wish Charley would've gone into more detail on which
other NBA players accused of shaving points or worse were quietly pushed out of the league
after Molinas' exit, but a libel suit could really dampen those royalties so I understand. I feel
pretty sure of a couple of players and suspect two or three more, but (like Molinas himself) who
really knows?I gave this four stars because I'm not convinced the content is 100% accurate,
which you want in a bio, but I don't blame the author and the book is worth getting just for the
sheer story interpolating talent, intrigue and betrayal: Perfect material for one of those Eighties
nighttime soaps like "Dynasty" or "Falcon Crest," but with Runyon writing the screenplay.”

HedgeGuy, “Bad people do bad things. The book is a look back at the earlier days of NBA and
some college basketball. It is, in my opinion, over written. The main character, Jack Molinas



would have been an all time great if only he left the easy money of fixing games out of his life.”

Dale, “Great basketball history. Always a big fan of Connie Hawkins, this book filled in a lot of
blanks about the nightmare Hawkins went through. Amazing how brilliant Jack Molinas was, but
a very bad character. Loved the book, very well written.”

Sam S., “Entertaining read. Thoroughly researched look into the life of Jack Molinas.”

terrance bullock, “Great research!. Great research, I solid have bought the book years earlier!”

The book by Charley Rosen has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 43 people have provided feedback.
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